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It's here at last! We get to take apart the

final version of NiCHTS! Quite frankly,

this game will leave you completely

breathlesi, which is why we've dedicated

eight whole pages to tell you all about Itl

Easily the most impressive tHIe of the

year so far, this feature should display

why this nightmare warrior has caused us

many a sleepless nightl
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GUARDIAN HEROES

I
TIMEAHACK WINNERS
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ATHLETE KINGS 42
Sega have finally decided to

release their Saturn conversion of

the coin-op Decathlete in the UK,

and bar a name change, the Saturn

version remains exactly the same!

Take your pick of competitor from

all the participating countries, but

watch out for the UK contender -he
looks set to leave the competition

standing!

VIRTUA FIGHTER KIDS 48
The Virtua fighter posse have gone

pint-sized this month in this all-new

kiddie version of the most popular

fighting game on Saturn! Find out

exactly what Shun looks like when

he's squashed down to a fraction of

his former size and discover the

option that allows you to carry out

the most complicated combos by

simply hammering the Saturn pad's

buttons!

SEGA: THE ARCADE WINNERS 54
Most of Sega's coin-op titles are now

^ making their way to Saturn, but

there are a few that have slipped

through the net over the years. We
round up most of the big titles from

Sega's vast arcade portfolio and

earmark the ones we demand to see

on Saturn in the future!

TOMB RAIDER 58
Core have been responsible for some

of the most innovative console

games in the past, and their latest

offering is no exception! Tomb
Raider has just been signed up for

release by Sega, and features some

of the most stunning 3D ever seen

on the Saturn! We take a look at the

first piayable version of the garnet

ALIEN TRILOGY 62
After a wait of something like

eleven months, the first playable

version of Alien Trilogy is finally

here! We take a trip down to

deveiopers Probe's headquarters for

first iook at this brilliantly gory

shoot 'em up! Plus, we get to quiz

the programmers over some of those

Saturn-only features!

^Si



ERDICT? IT'S BRILLIANT!

I playing NIGHTS, TticK^ no doubt about n,trus b
moit addictive game we've had in the office all yearl In fact, when thn first

atrived, thete was a huge ciowd around the TV for hours and people were

even standiDg on the tables to get a look at the game! Luckily, as we've played

it so much, we're in the best position to tell you all about the ins and outs of

each level, which is why we've dedicated eight

pages to it later on in the issuel It's been a

pretty good month for software all round really,

with both AMj's Athlete Kings and AMi's Virtua

Fighter Kids featured this month - the good

news is that both of these titles will see a UK

lateioi

later on in the issue though - in the meantime,

read on for details of how to win the very first

UK copy of NiCHTS and a jD controller!

Sam Hickman, Editor

DARK SAVIOUR
NEARS COMPLETION!
Darli Saviour isalmostfinishedandalthough the text within the title is itill ii

Japanese, it shouldn't be too long before a UK version reaches these shores'

Sega were so impressed with the game that they have decided to sign it up for

release themselves meaning that a UK release should he definitely an the cards.

Created by Climax, Daric Saviour has been in development for over a year i

is probably the most ambitious RPG ever seen on the Saturn. Played from an iso-

metric perspective, the game includes much more action than has been seen in

previous RPCS on the Saturn such as Uystaria, and technically, it's loads more

impressive. For instance, there's transparency effects, impressive bosses, toads of

nice 3D bits and a great storyline too - one which DOESN'T involve wandering

around landscapes exterminating trolls. Basically, you're stranded on a boat with a

crew and a huge big monster. Unfortunately, the monster has escaped, leaving a

trail of dead bodies aii around the ship, although the monster itself is nowhere to

<e found. Obviously, it's your Job to

itbem and Si

people on the boat, which is why
've been decked out in a suit of

and been given a pet bird tofol-

around. We still haven't

aut the significance of the

it's probably very

iddition to the great

oftt E,thJs

in that you can change the

fives as you're playing,

nabling you to see around blocks

md reveaiing parts of the game

The release of Dark Saviour w
major event for Sega, as the ti

le fact that there's nothing like

a full showc.

game for you next mon
the meantime, here's st

shots from the latest ve

you to have a look at.

onthi
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TORICOMThe action adventure title ha> been largely unex-

plored on the Saturn, unlike the PC, where there'i

an avalanche of titles every month - and very

popular they are too. Camei like D have pioved to

be pretty successful on the Saturn, but iiave been

criticised for not being long or innovative enough -

which we think is probably fair enough although D was pretty enjoyable. Anyway, Torico looks set to

thange the image of interactive movie style games forever, with an incredibly dath setting and very

involving gameplay. In fact, although the game isn't out for another couple of months, the Japanese

are already going mad about it, which can only mean that once translated, the title will be big over

here too. Basically, the main aim of the game is lo discover the mystery behind a very spooky

Spanish town, which you somehow end up In after escaping from jail. Everyone in the town is

Incredibly weird, and the character you play ends up getting stabbed right at the beginning of the

game, which leads to some even more strange

Anyway, Torico seems to be pushing the interactive

adventure much further than anything has before, with

wandering around alien environments looking at pretty

objects. In fact, the entire adventure has a fUm feel to It,

especially as most of the characters look like something

out of a Ouentin Tarantino film. Sega have signed up the

title for release over here, although there's no firm

release date at the moment. Look out for more Info on

this one, just as soon as we get our hands on a version

KteNt.

WIN! A COPY 01

AND A CONTI
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HI! Hy name Is Jim. I want lo be your Friond.

Will you bB my Friend? Thankyou. GET YOUR WORMS
OUT...AGAIN

nofsi #Earthworm lim enjoyed an amaiing r

on Iha Megadrive, mainly due to its Innovative

trickery ar^d a wricked lerie of humour. Rumour;

of a Saturn-only conversion were flying around ;

pie of months ago, but it seemi thii version of EWI will be released across

all formats in the coming months. The eventual publisher is likely to be

Virgin, but even they have remained uncharacteristically tight-lipped over the

title.

Anyway, from what we saw of the title at the Ej show, the Saturn version (in

fact all the J?bit versions) is not actually all that different from the i6-bit version,

which is a bit disappointing really when you think about what could have been

done with the game. Even so, anyone who missed out on the second game

because they'd already bought a Saturn will no doubt jump at the chance to get

hold of this one - it's certainly excellent fun even though it's not exactly pushing

the Saturn's technical capabilities. A nice stop gap until we get to see some 3i-bit

product from Shiny.

BOMBS AWAY!
Bomberman'i coming to Saturn! And with any luck, he II be coming to the UK too'

The Saturn version of the game is already complete and although it hasn't been

signed upfill release in this countryyet. it's been rumowed thai Sega v/lll sign the

gome upjor release under their own name

Bombermon has always been extremely popular on console, and this version

should be no exception either -especially since it incorporates a ten player option!

Yep, it's hard to imagine ten people playing Bomtiermon at once, but believe us, this

v/ill be absolutely brilliant!

Another bonus paintfor the title is thefact that it will only be released on the

Saturn -you won'tfind developers Hudsonsofi porting this across to Ihe

Playstation! There's no specific release datesfor the titleyet, although as it's almost

finished, it's thought that it could be on the shelves v^ithin a

luple ofmonths We'll keepyou posted'

SEETHE
GROW!
this one has been in development for so

long, that almost everyone has forgotten

IS except fof Acclairn who are determined

to get the game out on the shelves by

early Autumn Apparently the title will tie

in with the second Crow movie which will

be released this summer (convenient,

eh?) and will take the form of a 3D com-

bat game, where the player can fight up

to four opponents at any one time This is

another title that is currently unplayable

at the moment, but a video of the game

was up and running at the E3 show The

verdict? Well, if this one's gomg to be a

hrt, the programmers still have a lot of

work left to do. More soon

I GAME, I SAW,.
As revealed by SECA SATUHN MAGAZINE in our las

issue, smash hit Command and Conquer will be

released on the Saturn sometime later in the year, with
'

a whopping six-month lead over the Playstation

version, which is unlikely to b released at all his year

Anyway, lost month, we broughtyou news of

the conversion, but no actual Saturn screenshots. But.

this month we've managed to get hold ofa bonafide S

shot. As you can see. the two versions (Saturn and PCjai

practically identical and work on the Saturn version Is sti

gome currently standing at around d ^0% complete

This title is going to be absolutely massive come Christmastime and has w

many awardsfrom the

PC communityfor its

excellent gameplay

with all strategyfans

le Saturn W
ig ahead, ^

tsofoth Wm.:
' SEGA SATURN
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BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO CHARTS

TOP TEN VIDEO GAMES

TOP TEN RENTAL

i<*»S

AM2 UNVEIL
NEW VF3 CHARACTER!
Last month, AM2 released details on another character that will appear m the awesome Virtua

fighter 3. Known as Taka Arashi, this huge sumo wrestler will prove to be mofe than a match for

.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^— the other competrtors in the game, and this

^^ '^^^^^^P^^^^^ *° ^^^ means that there's two new

^^^^ ^^B^^L. ^r d .^1 ^baracters to look for-

i

>i;
ETfc(au^« riaTTi)ri'iriJii^'' iV i
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GET YOUR ORDERS IN!
S«gs'[ naiv Analofuc Joypad will be on lala at Hw tama lima >i NIGHTS,

which at Iha mamant d xhedulail for a ScptamlMr 5 ralaaia. A pa<k-ln daal

containing both tha gama and Iha }oypad I* thought to b« going on lala loi

1l9-99i 'xd a tiandalona foi {14.99. Damand for tha add-on ii likair to ba

vary high, to H jrou want to ba tura to gal your vary own pad, make lura you

ofdar oiM Jutt at mm> ai you can.

INTERACnVE
MOVIESARE BACK!
Interactive moviei have been a bitthi

an the ground since the "Double

Switch" day5 of the Mega-CD, but

they've always been pretty popu-

lar in the US, which is no doubt /
the reason why Segasoft (they

of Bug Too! and 3 Dirty

dwarves fame) have decided to

create an all new interactive

movie adventure for the Saturn.

Entitled Sacred Pools, the main

thread of the story involves a very

sparsely clothed young woman, who is the

uberbabe of the sacred pool. She fires lots of

lasers around all the time and looks really hard.

Although

development on the ^^^^
title has only just t^^|_^
begun, we have ^^^^*"y>.

version of the game
and the standard of the FMV is vei

although we haven't actually had

yet. This will definitely be released in the UK,

although no release date has been conformed

at the moment, the title is likely to be on the

shelves in the early Autumn. Look out for

preview soon!

MORE SONIC!
The new Sonic game nas unveiled to thunderous applau

then, the game, along with have gone into hibernation, with

ofthe title arriving at the moment. The reoionfor

thii ii probably that the progrommen worked so hard to get

together and it will be some time before any

pj are unveiled. However, Sonic X-treme will sbli

out by Christmas andyou can expect to see extended

coverage ofthe title coming up in the next couple

ofmonths. Anyway here's ofew extra pictures

that we ditln't manage to get into the last issue

the pictures ore tokenfrom a video, so they

'n't as high quality asyou'd expect to getfre
the actual gome. But, Sonic X-treme still looks

jntost/c. and when the new versions dofinally

rive, it's likely that there will be loads more

'mpiessivefeatures in to befound in the

game' Stay tunedfor more info'

' SEG.A SATURN



LOADS OFNEW TITLES
BUG have just announted their Autumn/Winter line up. and among the vast amount of stuff on offer is

a fair few Saturn titles. And here they are:

T up but with a big deadly spi-

er instead of a submarine or something. Pit your

creepy crawly

against load of

other nasty inserts

and see who cc

out on top Ouiliet,

^ *«.'klawd
Guide tbese two grooi^rs through various

scrapes in their own psychedelic version of the

world at large. It's a sort of arcade adventure, but

there's 3 few other styles in there too. Ignore the

purple loons and big pink shades- this could be

big although there's rot much to see on the title

just yet!
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VrtuaCop

VirtlialOpenIons

SeeaRdy

X-MeniClilitaiaftliettnii

StreetflghterUplia

S<ga

SATURN MAGAZINE CHARTS

It you would like to see your chart features, send in your top ten to READER CHARTS,

SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, PRIORV COURT, 30-32 HVRRINCOON lANE, LONDON EClR

3AU. Anyone who has thefr charts printed will receive a game for their trouUesI

12 ^i^ SEGA SATURN

WEARA SILLY HAT
Following just about every other major software publisher, Sega are tponsoiing their

very own festival this summer, which will take place between J-4 August. The Earth

Energy Music Festival will be held at Beddington paric, East Croydon, and has three

separate days for Jazz, Dance and Soul. Featuring names such as Courtney Pine, Mica

Paris, and Alison Limerick, plus dance acts Orbital, Jah Wobble, LTI Bukem, DJ Rap and

Fabio, with licensed bars, wind powered marquees and of course, interactive enter-

tainment from Sega, should be one of the biggest festival events of late summer.

Tickets cost an arm and a leg to the average guy on the street, but we have

three pairs of tickets to give away to the first readers who answer this question

Q: Which fanious Enpsh festival was NOT held this year?

Answers to: FROLIC IN THE FIELDS, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE, PRIORY

COURT, 30-31 FARItlNGDON LANE, LONDON ECiR ]AU. The first correct entries to

reach out offices will receive the tickets.

H you want to buy tickets for the ev III Tieketmaster on (0171) 344 4444

CHEER UP!
Last issue, wc announced that Philips will be bnngmg their back catalogue of titles

to the Saturn m the near future. However, they also have a bunch of new games up

for release over the next year too. [town in the Dumps is a point-and-click adventure

starnng a family of aliens whoare about as big as a thijmbnaiL They decide to take a

holiday on Earth, but find that things aren't quite what they're cracked up to be- in fact,

they get into all sorts of scrapes.

Thiswon't be out until next year, but we've already seen a demo ofthe title (on PC

only) - here's a few character sketches until we can get hold of some proper pics.
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This month sees the overspill from the E3 show - basically there were loads of games shown that we couldn't fit in last

month, so they've had to appear in this section instead. dnMes are that most of them will appear in the Autumn, so you can
look forward to a wealth of choice later on in the year.InlHkitime though, here's a load of titles in development:

ENEMY ZERO



mimi
w:f hen Rayman wai relea!

asn't much in the way of

platform games available fot the Saturn. In fact,

there slill isn't. But even so, Rayman still received a

rather stern reception From the games press, probably because

despite looking the part, the gameplay remained distinctly 16-

bit. Luckily that's all about to change for the sequel, with Rayman

making much more of an effort for his second adventure.

So, while the sequel is still 3 platformer, there's quite a lot that'

new for this little goblin type guy. For example, rr

made of 3D than in the first title and the action is far more fast ^H
paced than before. On a first playtest, this seemed to be much ^^^
more in-depth than before and dare we say it, actually seemed funi This !

another one due fof a late Autumn release, although it's already in a fairly

advanced state - expect to see a preview next month.

e ways, Street Racer on the Megadi

: loads o'

option. Thi

STREET RACER iUBS
IS the Sega am

artoon char

IS certainly nothingeven had a four player sp

elsellkeitonthei6-bltl

There's nothing else like it on the Saturn at the moment either, espe-

cially when you consider that Ubisoft are planning to incorporate an eight

player split-screen option into the Saturn version of events Now that's

what we call ambitious The screen will be split into eight horizontal

strips, and will need the use of a Sega tap to get 8 players on screen at

once - from these screenshots, it certainly looks like it will be very chaotic!

As for the rest of the game, the jD is much improved over the ^sbit

version and the graphics are already looking very nice indeed. With any

luck this should be a welcome addition to the Saturn's portly portfolio of

racing games, and it's probably the first

genre that the Saturn's seen How it will stand up to Codemast

excellent Micro Machine5 3 15 anyone's guess, but at the mome
tainly looking like it will be a high profile title More m a couple of rr



^BACEilAM
Wei

company that brought you the "Jam"

games? Vep, Acclaim are definitely determine

license, and this time they're teaming up top

basketball players with Warner Brother cartot

characters to make a "wacky" basketball sim.

Actually, there's a bit more to it than tha-

Space Jam is also set to be one of the year's biggest

at least), starring Magic Johnson, loads of other NBA stars

Looney Tune classic characters. The general theme of the fi

WQjId imagine, is to create the best basketball team of all

hilarious manner. And as far as the game goes, it probably

get to do all sorts of things with the players that you can't do

ketball - producing mallets, bashing people over the head, th,

thing.

Anyway, although there's not much to see on this one at

development is coming along at s very swift rate and should

for preview next month. All being well, of course

JHIU&ZJUIfl^

IS like in the old days.

ns and all the secret bits

omplete die-hard IVlK fan?

WATERWORLD

u've got to hand it to them. They sure know how to make the most

-a license. Vep, we've seen Mortal Kombats iSii on just about every

own to man, but you know what? We've never seen ioffi ofthem,

once. Now why didn't anyone think of that before? Oh, that's exactly

m have done here in this double-the-gameplay-half-the-price package,

cash In, simply a chance for all those Saturn owners who missed out on

1 Mortal Kombats to get a look at what It w
rcade-perfect graphics on bothof the versic

ncluded, this is sure to be a hit with all the i

there, although others may be a bit

miffed by it -especially when they can

go out and buy MK3 for the same price.

As Acclaim already have the rights for

the first two games it shouldn't take

them too long to convert the titles to

Saturn, which hopefully means the

double pack will be out on the shelves

by the end of summer. Look out for the

I

^„r„. -^Bwir

To most people, Waterworld is the movie known only for its over the top

extravagance and budget-breaking expenditure. Oh, and for Kevin Costner's

strange gill things too. But, despite being one of last year's most high profile films,

the usual temptation to rush out a game-of-the-film was passed over, and Ocean,
who had bought the license when the film wa» in development, began think

about creating their own version of events.

One year later and they're still going IheofigirisI project was destined for the

Megadrive, but once the Saturn was released, they decided to develop for the

superior machine instead. Currently around ioK complete, the project should be
finished by Autumn, and should be on the shelves m the U< by around October.

QOSO

The game itself follows the Waterworld theme, with you taking charge of

your very twn battleship and charging around a vast expanse of water. Obviously,

the main aim is to blow the hell out of everything that moves and keep your own
ship out of trouble. At the moment though, it's difficult to see how this is going to

work as the version we saw had no enemies programmed intoit and was only run-

ning on one (evel. However, there should be much more progress made on this title

in the very near future as now the basic engine of the game has been programmed
in. it's easier to complete the rest of the levels

Anyway, provided the gameplay is up to scratch, this should prove popular

amongst shoot 'em up fans. More nearer its release in the Autumn.



Make a statement. Declare your independence! A Halifax current account is all about freedom and spontaneity.

With over 8,500 cash machines at your disposal, you can get to your money and spend it how you like, when you like.

Interested? You should be.

Call us free on 0800 10 11 10 for an info pack or pick one up from your local branch. You'd be mad not to.

go maa, open a nailtax current account. ^^^^^



he's i bil of a pervert you see, and after rejecting

his affections he's decided that he migh

kit! you instead. Nice guy, eh?

Obviously, to meet all the specific i

objecliues the presence of some pretty a'

firepower will be required. Luckily, more powerful

weapons can be be picked up as you progress

through the levels, and even at this incomplete

stage, some of the weapon effects are absolutely

stunning. For instance, there's a "storm" weapon

ythinginitsv

actual effects are very realistic, an

ake the most of the Saturn's capab

here's even going to be sc

effects in the finished vi

At the I

pie of levels of the game that are actu-

ally playable, but Core are hoping to

'd within the next

'month 0, so Thissho Id hopefully mean
that we get t e game n for review next

month. Well, that's wh at they reckon

anyway

^£,

_
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K migtit iMh like a bobsleigh but it Is In fact a

bomb thai our heroine is regrelatily slucli to.

HE IS THE MAN...
The guy behind all the evil goings-on is one Tony "Flabby" Defresco. After work-

ing for research company Senclair for some years, he decides to use their

research fo( his own ends. While Senclair has developed micro machines to

complete everyday tasks, Defresco used them on himself, to develop his own

body - in a vain attempt to attract the laydees. Unfortunately, this didn't work

and the DNA began to mutate. Eventually, Tony became even more twisted and

generated a virus that would wipe out everything on the planet. Except for him

of course. After he let it loose, almost everything on the planet was destroyed.

But Tony began to reanimate things and all the beings left on the earth began

to have a huge fight, obviously making it a very dangerous place to be. As you

can imagine, that's why scientist Kimbeily Stride wants the carnage to stop

That's why she's built a huge bomb to, er. blow everything away

I^^H llnl

si

LEVEL ONE MISSIONS
Remember we were saying that there's loads of different tasks to complete

before each level is finished? Well, for example, in level one there's three differ

ent areas to explore, each infested with plenty of spider cocoons. In this mis-

sion, there'skeypii77les to solve, trains to follow, trains to get ahead of, can-

nons to destroy, areas of land to rebuild, giant spider webs to dodge and a

liuge queen spiderto annihilate. Blimey! And that's just the first levell

» SEGA SATURN 19_



Bored with footie? Then why

not dye your hair pinl( and

play basl(etbali instead!

n, NBA Jam TE. Slam and Jam

espite a pretty low

profile. Basketball is

becoming increasingly

popular in the UK. It's

going to take us a

while befora we get

anywhere near the standards of all the

USihi

when thou art crap at sport, taketh

part in exercise of the videogame

kind! You can always pretend that

you're just learning the rules.

Actually, there's already been a

ball offerings on the Sati

nTour It Editio

good as It gets on console 8ut luckily, if you'

basketball, then this summer is going to be

absolutely great for you, because there's loai

basketball sims on the way However, there's

been one developed by Sega before now, has there^

^^ -this is a way more realistic

11 interpretation of basketball

than say, NBA Jam or NBA

Jam Tournament Edition ...

Ahahaha. Well, not on Saturn anyway Ur

obviously.

Sega's first Saturn basketball effort

a rather fancy little number that goes

by the name of NBA AirtJon.

Featuring all the players and

teams from the real NBA
tournaments, apparently it

will make you "Feel the

rush as the gameplay will

brmgyou into the Surreal

word of the NBA". Crikey.

NBA Jam TE certainly

wasn't anything like that.

Plus, as well as all the right

teams and everything, cer-

tain players have their own

make for some spectacular play

lose every game, your players' statistics may drop

the games progress. Which obviously makes this

more realistic than other basketball sims^
once you "
the moves off Also, the

gartie is quite unique in

that the players' attrib-

game is tieing played -

depending on the play-

bailable.

The version shown here is

almost 100% completi

few changes to be made befoi

it actually goes on sale. And,

on a first piaytest. it does

seem toplay very smoothly,

although it has to be said

that this IS a way more reali

tic representation of basket

ballthansay.NBAlam Vou'l

see none of the "big head"

tricke^ here - it's just 100%

ralism all the way down the line

Whjch is probably loads better if

basketball in real life, even i

it does mean that there's a little less sf

the proceedings.

As NBA Action is practically finished, it's I

that it will make it out on to the shelves by thi

just about theof August. V

BMG will have their.

Jam [reviewed this issue) in the shops. V

will take the majority of the basketball f

remains to be seen, but our money's on

Look out for the review next month!

., Slam
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^^ ...this isn't some minor dis-

11 agreement type of war. Nope,

this is a fully blown, destroy the entire

planet kind of war. Some planets have

already had their entire popu-

lations wiped out...

ftheactionlhattookplacein the waronMar^and
izingly, she survived and escaped to the nearest

ir Bate. However, rather than being let off lightly,

she's ben signed up for the next conflict, along with

the iith Squadron of the silver dragons. And, the like-

lihood is that this will be the last conflict ever - the

Kresh Rhan armada has returned to the mother ship

for refuelling and is about to launch an attack on

what's left of the universe.

Luckily for you, yourfiist mission is here on

attack Then It's c

rbJt where you'll face

the enemy in full as

they prepare to take

over the inter-universal

defence system. The

only way to stop these

ruthless enemies

hunt them down,

StG.A SATURN
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DynamiteHeady on theMegadriwe-a

^1 thing who could dislocate

is head and chuck rt at enemies? And
I what about NIGHTS? He's a creature

with the abllfty to fight nightmares on behalf of little

children. Now, there's no denying that's pretty

strange. Oh, and don't forget all those dodgy Japanese

Mah long games. But we're not even going to taik

about them because they're rude.

^^ AH ofthese elements combine

II to make this a compeiing title

that has the most fun Japanese

graphics we've seen all year. w
However, despite the tendency to always err o

the surreal side, once m a while there's a videogami

to make of it Keio Squadron is a bit like that.

Although it's essentially a platform game,

and an easy one at that, there's load of very.

Itieaidof her pink polka

dot umbrella. Who else?

Anyway, if you're a

bit of a Sega loyallst.you may remember Keiofrom

when it was released on the Mega-CD around three

years ago. In fact, the 16 -bit version was surprisingly

similar in concept with the action alternating between

platform levels and side scrolling shoot 'em up bits.

Thegraphics, while similar in character and style are

much improvedoverthei6-bit version with intricate

backgrounds and huge, huge bosses. In fact, the boss-

es in Keio are probably the best thing in the whole

game - there's gigantic sumo wrestlers, psychedelic

tea servers, even huge crab monsters! And while

they're not exactly difficult to defeat, it's still really

really good fun This is also thanks in no small way to

Rani'svast array of weaponry -from little pink umbrel-

las to oversized mallets that she whips out and bashes

enemies over the head with. Incidentally when she

does this, her expression changes from butter-would-

n't-melt to something akin to Minnie the Minx. All of

these elements combine to make this a compelling, if

a littlesimpletitlethat has the most fun Japanese

graphics we've seen all year.

Ifyou'rethesortof person that gets fed up

^ '^ \_ with standard platform action after a

while, you needn't worry too much, because

there'sfiyingleveis to this game too Inaddi-

)n to fighting the evil army that's attempting

vade Japan. Ram also has a pet dragon, Spot

herthrough the airborne levels. Spot can

breathe fire and launch missiles and is

' actually pretty handy in the destruction

'"-department Which incidentally is just

as well when you're up against the likes of

ars and stranded Russifn astronauts,

e veision of Keto that we've played is

' complete and all being well, the title will

be on the shelves by mid-August As well as

pleasing platform fans, should attract anyone

who's even the slightest bit interested in pure

Japanese games. Oh, and anyone who's mad

levels in tlie title. And ju)l

like in real life, you only get

one go at things.

FLY, LITTLE ONE!
Here's one of the flying levels. While they're

exactly the most challenging levels in the game,

they're very cute and cuddly Plus you get to shoot

thingslikeflying teddy bears and strange little

beasties that really have no business being either

in the air or m outer space. It's all a bit weird

really But it is dead, dead good.



little Rani, Doesn't she loot cute? well, that's because

she is really cute. But get het angry and you'll wish you'd never

been born, you see. when she gets angry, she 1

pletely different person. Just like the incredible hulk Her face

goes all scrunched up and she gets really really mean. And that's

whenshestartstoget her weapons out. She can use her little

umbrella to smack enemies over the head, her mailet to, er, smack

'er the head and her little bow and arrow to shoot

darts into the enemy. The umbreiiaalsohasanother use- ft shields

Ram from overhead missiles and also gives her a parachute-like

landing when she's airborne.

^^r^^ "^nri iRN«



To the men and women throughout
the world who compete at the highest

level of sportsmanship, the Olympic
Games have come to represent

more than mere competition.

The hopes and aspirations of over

10,000 athletes will be tested to the limit

to achieve the highest goal of df! in a fight for glory,

a fight for GOLD

• 15 different sporting events to .

TV-style camera views and commentary of all events.

• 8 players in networlf mode on PC CD and multi-players on

• Athletes' movements perfectly recreated througti r,

PLAYSTATION'

SEGA SATURN
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THREE D RTY m>k^
I1V7'

These guys will have Snow Whi

turning in her grave!

I
ell,full marktto S«ga of Amerkafor

I the imaginativetitla of thii beat'em

I up offering. It'; not tomEthingyou're

I

going to forgel in a hurry, that's for

e. But detpite conji

I of yellowed old men in long raincoats,

Three Dirty Dwarves is about as kiddie-friendly a< it

gets. Well, if you call imprisoning young children and

forcing them to design super-advanced

weaponry kiddie friendly.

You see, tliat'5 what Three Dirty

Dwarves is all about - the plight of

the high-spirrted. fun loving kids as

they battle against the system.

After being imprisoned for most of

their little lives in a security com-

plex, four highly intelligent kidlets

have created their won alter-reality

by ignoring their real environment

and playing dungeons and dragons

instead. Little do they know that in a far off

dimension their every die-roll changes the real

lives of the three dwarf characters they have selected.

When they roll a ;o, an inter-dlmensional portal opens

up and every single character from their adventure

falls through it, bound for an earth city. And where do

they end up? Why in New York of course.

As you can imagine, it's not everyday that the

average New Vorter gets to see dwarves and trolls . but

when the three dwan/es join up to destroy all the

nasty orks, they quickly become national heroes But

instead of being all happy and jolly they're very stern

lipped about the whole situation because what they

really want to do IS get back to their home planet and

blow up a few wizards. Or. get jobs creating nuclear

bombs for corrupt heads of state. But to do that

they're going to have to track down those pesky kids

and get thern to play another D&D adventure which

will hopefully change their fate. And, if they find the

kids, there's a good chance that they'll be set free to

play in the fields and skip in the streets Just like all

other good kids do.

So, it's a very complicated storyline, just like all

the best D&D games. But despite being based on the

Dungeons and Dragons BPG.

Segasoft haven't plumped for the

il wanderabout adventure

Incorporating loads of text et al.

Instead, they've chosen a side scrolling

beat 'em up. similar to Streets of Rage (in

parts). Each of the three dwarves has a differ-

ent array of moves to inflict upon the enemy, ranging

from slinging baseballs to hurling bowling balls.

Strange weapons for Dwarves, but then they are from

a different d I

The gameplay is spirt up into a variety of short

levels, with the basic goal being to beat up just about

everything on the screen. There's a massive array of

s to defeat in the game, ranging from onion

breath-breathing ores to mutant rats. Also, when the

dwarves get damaged, or indeed when the dwarves

damage a mutant, a still screen appears somewhere

n displaying the amount of damage you'v

caused to an opponent. This happens on all the levels

apart from the boss levels

und the

We had a quick play of this title at the E3 show,

and while it's not qurte uptherewithsomeofthe top

titles that are currently wowing Saturn skeptics, it's

pretty light hearted and certainly plays well Luckily, it's

almost finished tc

in our next issue Stttg in and h
trairic!
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letters 1
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L—IHll
I'M NOT A FOOL

i HAVE NEVER SEEN A GIRL
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If your gaming nous is titchy, bone up on

the gen with Maslowiczy - he's the mam games man at

Sega, and more dour than an album by Suzanne Vega.

Yes, it's that time of the month again readers, where
we put YOUR questions to OUR man at the big S and he

shows off by answering them, if your brain hurts

because of a strange Sega query, why not write to him

at AMERICA RRRRAAAWKSIM Q&A. SEGA SATURN MAGA-
ZINE. PRIORY COURT, 30-32 FARRINGDON LANE, LONDON
ECIR 3AU. Well do our best to help you out.

TEACHERS TODAY, EH?
DEAR SECA SATURN MAGAZINE,

This J5 the third time i have written taycu and you haven't

ansvitered my previous letters The last time ivvrote to yoj

vras when you were called er . Sega er..er.. what was it now?

Ahyesi Sega Magazine, I think it was Soan^aywill^ou

please please please print my letter because !'« always

wanted to see my name in a magazine.

1 1 know this question isn't to do with games but I would like

to know what's happened to Tom Guise Has he been trans-

ferred to another mag or what? Because I enjoyed reading

2 Soon I will have some money to buy a game, i am a driving

games freak and was wondering which to get out of Sega

Rally or WipEout as I can't decide. Which one do you think I

should get?

3 Lastly are there any games being developed at the moment

ontheSCLOS?tfso.what?

Chri! Moore, Odul, Bradford,W Wxki.

PS Sorry about the handwriting, but I think you should blame

that on my English teacher, as she never taught me how to

Improve my handwriting. Teachers today eh?

jJtS, ' ^o"* w*' deport-

. ugly. But hi

igforourm,

wearing a bag on his

head. 2 Sega Rally for

sure. 3 They're now ont.

thave a few questions I'd like to ask you, O knowledge-

able onel

1 Have you (SSM) got a web site? if so, what is it?

3 Are Oasis better than Blur (sorry I just had to ask!)?

when I play CDs the screen does linger on for a long old

5 Why do Mr and Mrs Beat Em Up keep re-vampmg old

(but good) 16-BIT beat em upS' Are they just making an

example of the saying "same stuff, different day"'

6 Can you give away some more demo disks' And don't

say'Bepatient my child" or anything along those lines

Robbo, Abingdon, Oxon,

4^1
Not at the moment, although Sega have one i

.seg9.com. 2 Why yes. j That's highly

HE'LL KILL US ALL
DEAR SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE,

Please answer the following questions as 1

1

iHyou)

1 Are Sega going to introduce a budget range for their

oldergames, like Clockwork Knight and Daytona?

2 Is Resident Evil going to be released on Saturn?

3 WhenisCunGriffongolngtobereleasedintheUK?

4 Are 33-BlT versions of Vertorman and Gunslar Heroes

on the cards?

5 Any plans for compilations of theThunderforce and

Streets of Rage games?

7 Will Daytona 2 be possible to have a 4-player mode via

split screen and link-up? Please.

isabsoiutelyama^ing.

Chrirtopher Bexley, CwtnU S Wales.

^ r 1 Maybe. 2 Probably not. 3 July. 4 Rumours sug-

""^^ getl that one Is. But we can't say which, 5 Nope,

6 Ves, far at least on of them. 7 Possibly. Maybe.

FORGOT HIS NAME
DEAR SSM,

Please can you answer these questions Thank you

t Will Mann TT Superbikes come out on the Saturn? If so

Cop gun?

naga?ine and Saturn is

r. Ox ley. Wohferhampton

December, Just In time for Chrimble. 2 Loads,

5£GA SATURN MAG IS the bi

better than the PlayStation

AN OLD FLAME WRITES
DEAR SSM.

After reading your magazine for about a year and a half

(starling when you were Sega Magazine and
I had a

Megadnve) I have decided to write in with some questions-

1 Is Command and Conquer going to be released on the

Saturn? I have played it on my PC and it is a brilliant

game

2 What will you put on your next demo disk'

J Will the nevi* Daytona have more tracks?

4 When will AM4 make their own solo game? They

helped AM3 with Mans TT.

5 Why does no-one sell Darius at £29.99 as stated for the

RKP in your Out Now feature? Everywhere sells it at

about £44.99.

and gre.

Paul Salmon, Hampton, Middx,

. - r Ves Indeed, andthere'sa sixmonthejidusiveon it

'^^ too- so no PlayStation version until next year. Ha

ha. I Wart and see- but hopefully it'll be NiCHTS. 3 Oh hell

yes, 4 They won't. Sony. 5 They're rippingyou off. The RRPis

£29.99. Report them to the police. 6 Lenny.

I'VE SEEN THE UGHT. BROTHER!
DEAR SSM,

Firstly I'm only a newcomer to your mag and I'm glad

that I have seen the light because your mag is bnlliant

and kicks every other mag's butt. So now I would like you

to answer the following questions-

1 Will Virtua Cop be coming with a new gun?

2 Will the new Daytona be cheap like Virtua Fighter

3 Is the PlayStation a better machine because we always

seem to be getting second-class conversions?

4 Will the Saturn be able to cope with Virtua Fighter 3

because the graphics look amajing?

5 Will there be any -Strik

le Satur

merely.

Co Londonderry, N Ireland,

ve already got one. 2 Unfortunately not - it's

hanjust a reini)i, it's a whole new game. 3

4* SeSA SATURINI
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A game based both in and •%, jr ^
on dreamland, NiOHTS grants you (

control of an all-singing, all-danclng,a<l-fly- .
'

ing, all-Paratooping hero, a demon of the ^
Nightmare wurld whose spirit of playfulness

and individuality has displeased his masters. To

eKape the soul prison into which he is interred

NICHT5 teams up with two youngsters, both of
^""

i^fesufferlngfrom bad dreams due to their

fit troubles. The deal is this - NrCHTS will

n from their nightmares if they can free

ilRs. So to :>tart with the player has three

chalacte'^ ijnder his control-but it's with

n bulk of the game) tha

esl i;.nming experience;

-<>^

This abandoned

NiGHTS along the ground!

t5J,-

-;fe^

:L' : -Elliot(ourteen

hen '^ ' heading towards impris-

oned N C4TS, dutching a red

Couragi ii]5ya. The five kJeya

represen tneflvepositiw

aipecRof persorralt- ?""

ty- the others are

white (purity), green

(wisdom), yellow (hope)

ar>dblue(lntelligen[e). Once red is plugged

to NiGHTS' cell he isfreed for a limited

luiijoffime.'fe remain free he has to fir

beforethis time runs out

replenished with each

.). OnceallofCiarisor

ire inptace NiGHTS Is

'6itackle hi

.,-
' the Nightmaren demon bosses.

Once NIGHTS beats them all he's

free forever, and ft just so hap-

' pens he foils their plot to take

over the realm of Nightopia ~ land

of good dreams- along the way.

So how does NiCHTSlay his hands on the Ideya? Why, by cunningly

negotiating a number of courses, known as Maies. Each Mare holds the key to

an Ideya, along with a number of hazards and bonuses. Mares, being magic

dreams, replenish themselves completely each time you return to the start (by

completing the loop course). The Ideya can only be freed by collecting enough

Chips (all explained elsewhere), and ;ome M,ire% require NIGHTS to fly through

three or four times before moving on. Afteryou'vefreed your ideya, deposit it

^yaPalaceandyou'reofftothenext course. Once all four Mares of a

level are completed, It's on f the boss. This may all sound

•ugh, but just you wait until you get a goof it...

ANALOGUE IN

I

NiGHTS is the first game to utilise Sega'

le controller. This might seem like a bit of

mick, but once you've played NiGHTS you'll

;e that the looser, easier to roll and

lalogue pad is almost essential if you

i/ant to get the most from your little flying jester

bloke. Obviously analogue pads are also ace for other

!s too (especially driving games), but this certainly

's latest. Honest, it is just like flying. It



fy jf -^st^^mla^=i>' ^mm

SLED CITY "^^V^
Another feature of NiCHTS we revealed in a previous issue was the NiGHTS

Bobsled - a section of the game where NiGHTS hits the ice in bobsleigh

form and rides slalom, collecting bonuses on his way. Well this section is

finished now (it's in the Frozen Sell stage) ar>d it's absolutely ace! NiGHTS

bombs down the slide at a million miles an hour, and his movement up the

slippery sides -where most of the goodies are secreted - is affected by his

velocity and turn angle, much like in real life. You'll probably have to tackle

this bit a couple of times before racking up enough Blue Chips, but that's

no bad thing as it's an exhilarating change of pace.

rW
ll

1

f^m^
Ber»i^|p|M

Links make points. Ind what do points make:

Why they make higher seem at [he end of 11

level, and Uiat'i the aim of ths game.

Ooh dear, il

CDiirse, not much bonus

thai means fewer points.

complete that

time remaining. And

BRAKE IT DOWN
Ali this flying in the sky business is all very well - but what happens if

you start feeling all airsick and queasy? Well, unlike with 'planes and

helicopters, with NiCHTS you can Just stop for a while to get your breath

back. Doing this couldn't be easier, as NiGlHTS' big floppy shoes act as

superb air brakes. Simply pressing the I and R buttoris at the top of top

of the pad together halts NiGHTS in his tracks almost immediately.

However, there's a n even neater trick on offer - each top button

corresponds to the representative foot, and by only applying one airbrake

NiGHTS begins to dance in the air, spiralling and pirouetting around on

his heel whilst changing direction, or twisting his whole body around

whilst flying. This doesn't seem to make a big difference to the game
itself, but it does make a big difference to the feel when you're playing it.

It might just look like faffing about, but It feeis very serene. Although

you're not going to believe that until you play it.

Thli ll Glllwing, the first boss, Itnd also the

name oF a cafe near my hniise, oddly enough.



Included within NiCHTS is a separate 2-player split-screen VS mode
option. One player controls heroic NiCHTS, and the other the evil Reala.

The characters are placed into a confined arena (with a big pointy thing

In the middle) and fly around attempting to Paraloop or Drill Dash each

other into submission. The winning player is either the first to

three hits, or he who has the most belts under his belt when the time

limit runs out. It's a pretty entertaining little diversion, but we're slightly

doubtful as to its lasting appeal. Still, what do you expect for free?

KNOW THE DRILL
NiCHTS abilities are multifarious - you can certainly tell he was

created as a top-flight ninja demon by the Lord of Nightmare, Apart

from the Paraloop he's in possession of another, simpler attack.

Pressing either A, B or C sends NiCHTS into a Drill Dash, As the

component names of this technique suggest, NiCHTS spins around

and shoots forward at an accelerated pace. This bashes any

Nightmarean NiCHTS hits into oblivion, and also allows him to turn

quickly by spanging off walls or other indestructible object!

course it makes it easier to reach the Ideya Prison when you've only

couple of seconds of NiCHTS-time remaining. However using this

ability costs NiCHTS energy - there's only a certain number of times

he can use his spin, indicated by the green bar in the bottom-left coi

nerof the screen which diminishes with each twist. Luckily there is ;

way for NiCHTS to top up this bar - by gliding through the many
floating rings which occupy each level. Every time NiCHTS shoots

through one his Drill Dash energy is restored a tiny amount. With

careful enough flying it's possible to fill the bar right up - enough

energy to fight most bosses with!

of



PLAY BETTER TO WIN THE GAME
;r either of the kids wakes up and their dream is ended, NiCHTS

imparts some final words of wisdom to aid them in their future

attempts. Each of these game hints is fully illustrated, partially to

demonstrate how to perform the actions mentioned, and partially just to

looklovely. Many of the hints are actually specific to the section of the

game in whkhyour journey came to an end. Sadly all the

ranslated from the Japanese, so we've had to gui

what they're about for the most part.

We all know what it's like -you're right in the

middle of an exciting dream about

with a flying sprite to rid the world of night-

a familiar ringing enters your sub-

At first rt works its way into the fabric

ofyour imagination, until your dim brain finally

recognises its chirp and awakens you. You

might struggle to keep your alarm clock from

ruining your fun, but it's generally inevitable it

will. Unless, of course, you really are teamed up

with a flying sprite. See, when Claris

or Elliot are in human form, they're

constantly chased by a giant flying,

ringing alarm clock, which casts the

shiny light of dawn down upon

them. Should the kids find

themselves trapped in its beam
they'll wake up, thus ending their

adventures, the only way to save

them is to run like the wind to avoid

the dreaded bells until you've col-

lected a NiGHTS-freeing tdeya. Now
NiCHTS takes over the dream, free-

ing you from the attentions of the

timepiece that could spell the end

to your hopes of musical stardom.

Or basketball stardom, depending.



WHAT'S THE SCORE?
When NiCHTS (or Claris/Elliot) completes a Mare, his performance ii

rated in terms of the speed at which the Chips were collected, the

number of Nightmaren toppled, the number of links racked up and most

crucially apart from speed, how many bonus Chips were collected. A
polygonous rotating rating appears, and marks you from A to F, If you

complete the Mare as one of the kids you're infer an automatic Fas

you've squandered your NIGHTS time. If you've been good and scored

loads of bonuses you'll get an A. The balance of your Mare scores and

fight against the boss gives you an overall total score for the level. This is

pretty important, because you can only fight Wizeman once you've

scored a C or above on all your levels. So, for a tip, after collecting the

Ideya within a Mare, your best bet is to not cash it in straight away, but

to tour the Mare a couple more times collecting all the Chips again

(they'll have turned gold to notify you of their bonusdom). Now cash in

the Ideya and hopefully you'll do okay.

STAGE DRESSING
NiCHTS' environment is littered with

accoutrements which help or hinder h

progress or sometimes both. Some are obvious

such as the barrels suspended in the sky shoot NiCHTS out at

super-speed should he pass through them. Some aren't, like the

semi-translucent air pockets which bounce NiCHTS around like bumpers

(again at high speed, but making your controls unpredictable). The tricki-

est ones are the bonus barrels. These bright orange balls float in front of

NiCHTS after he makes contact with them. A number on the side of the

barrel indicates how many hoops it wants to be manoeuvred through {or

how many objects you have to pick up with it) until it splits open to giant

you extra points. If you're especially lucky you might even get a power-up

too. But be warned - earning such bonuses is nowhere near as easy as it

sounds, you have to pull off a performing seal act and steer the thing

with your nose, hoping against hope it doesn't just float away.

J^

^ ^

tiM laysut of ta

Iha path atntli taint for M«re) ar

Pay )tt«[iti«ii, Iwiause later levels ha

ipectaculariy complBi Ham ind it's

JSrgei whtre you are. ladeed, The ConliislQn is

aub-titl« for SoR lt\

RED ARROWS, SCHMED ARROWS
NIGHTS' main magical ability is his Paraloop. As NiCHTS flies through the

air, a trail of mystical star energy disperses behind htm. If NiCHTS joins

these stars together by performing a roll in the air he opens a vortex

which sucks all the matter within it into space. The bigger the Paraloop,

the more powerful the vorte;t. This means titchy 'Loops merely catch

enemies and Chips inside their parameters, bigger ones draw in objects

just above or to the side, and humungous ones vacuum everything in the

surrounding area into their heart. Good objects, like stars and Blue Chips,

are deposited straight into NiCHTS' pocket, whereas bad ones such as

Nightmaren vanish, never to be seen again.

I HAVE THE POWER!

V-^-

Power-upsareone of those inescapable inevitabilities of just about every

game, and perhaps the most amazing thing about the ones found in

NiCHTS is their instant familiarity. They appear as co

perform fairly perfunctory duties. One, with a purple fireball emblazoned

upon it, wipes out all enemies on the screen, A more novel item, decorat-

ed with a Nightopian head, grants NiCHTS a few moments with a chirpy

Nightopian wingman who collects all the objects NIGHTS passes. The
most common pick-ups are the golden stars, which huddle in their

multitudes all over everywhere. These are points bonuses, which might

soundabit feeble in the grand schemeof things, but NiCHTS is a game
where points matter.
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The renaissanc of the lassie button-bashing athletics games
continues! US Gold won the Olympics license, but Sega's very own
AIVI3 are set to keepjoypads burning with their arcade conver-

sion, Athlete Kings. ROB BRIGHT is on the starting blocks.

^^

Along
time ago, when man reached a itate

of civilisation comfortable enough to malte

hunting a more mechanical and effortless

process, he decided to celebrate the fact by

eulogising the various hunting methods

and turning them into a show of strength and supe-

riority over every other species. Rather than running

at pace after a pig, he decided to run after nothing,

rather than throwing a spear at galloping e\k he

decided to throw a spear at nothing. Oh, so it seems

a bit stupid but then athletics, lilte all sports when you get to

thinking about them, is a bit strange anyway.

Anyhow, the idea that started out with the Ancient Creelis has

stuci(, and now we have an Olympic celebration every four years with

the most super-fit humans on the planet gathering together to run

very f3st at nothing and throw spears at nothing among other things.

But the really sadistic athletes aren't happy siogging Iheir

guts out in just one event, they want to do them all, or ten af

them at least. The supreme decathlete thus earns the honour

of being the greatest athlete on Earth. Sega's new title,

designed in part to coincide with the Olympics, is based

around the Decathlon, and it comes at a time when other

software developers are also bringing out the old 'Track and Field'

style athletics sims.

Athlete Kings originally went under the name of Decathlete,

although a licensing problem meant

the name had to be changed for a UK
release. Essentially this is the same as

the arcade game, using at it does the

STV board and moving at 60 frames a

second which is exactly the same as

Virtua Fighter 2.

Athlete Kings is a long way from

those old track and field games you

might have played at your arcade,

utilising the best that 3D polygon

technology has to offer to create a

sense of complete realism, be it the

look of the arena itself or the move-

ment of the athletes.

Athlete Kings is still some way
from completion although it should

beavailable by around September.

Hopefully we'll have a full review in

next month's issue.

4 2 ^Jb B.EGA -^ATUIRINE



ATHLETE KIKGS |M!rilV/tliMJ^

Pertiaps the greatest of events and also one

racking, the loo metres sprint Is ideal for thi

neurotic disposition. In some respects the race is won or lost on the start,

although there are always those sprinters who really pick up pace in the

later half of the race.

Technique: Simply a matter of bashing two buttons in whatever style

you. The one drawback is that the buttons aren't positioned together

the rapid rubbing between the two is largely impossible.

The hardest of the sprints, mixing power

;

equal measure, the 400 metres is normally one of the most

decisive events in the Decathlon. Someathletes tend togooff fast and

look to preserve a lead, while others go for an even pace around the first

300 metres and attempt a burst of speed down the final straight.

Technique: You'd think that this would be exactly the n

metres, but the 400 metres involves making use of

LI and jBfT face off In the iprlnl. Ydu mtght ttiinh It's a bit unfair having a man

and a woman racing each elher bul 11 makes little dtrference in this game. Hej,

Ihal'* equality tnr yon. yni heart

4^ SEGA SATURN *J I
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IS to be just about the scarriest event in

athletics, as weii as one of the most gymnastic.

Piayers need to coiiect enough pace to get a good bend in

^ the bar when it hits the box, and awesome upper-body

strength to iift themseives up and over the bar.

Technique; Pole Vault ii on o par with high jump in

^% of the complication of the technique. After col-

I

iecting a bit ofpace on the runway, perfect timing /i

neceisory to get the pole in the box.

FINGERS ON THE BUTTONS
One of the most notorious aspects of a game lil<e Athlete

Kings is the irreverent button bashing it involves, eventually

destroying many a joypad and leaving horrible scabs on your

finger. It's aisothe lime when allof those weird and wonder-

ful techniques begin to reveal themselves. The 'finger gallop'

for example, where the player uses their middle and forefin-

ger like a pair of legs, or the 'electro stutter', where the player

cradles the pad between their knees and tries to make their

fingers vibrate as much as possible, Bereadyfor lots of inno-

vations as well, like people tapping uptheirforefingersoas to

avoid too much chaffing when they're furiously rubbing at

the buttons.

' SEGA SATURN 4?_



^S^^^^^^l^ With the supercool likes of and^ busting their way onto Saturn in thejmar future, what
place is there for the weird child of the pack-|Xi£^

Pits makers, AM2, say it's irrx--— ^(jyt

are they the ones with the swollen heads? "No way!" cries

water-on-the brain vkitim J! . !"

A speed battle game far bette
than Virtua Fighter 2!"

kw5f

That's
what AUz say of their bizarro Kids

coin-op. And, considering they ARE the

creators of the legendary VFi- as well as

being responsible for the aforementioned

hot favourites, Fighting Vipers and Sonic

Fighters - and, moreover, were the inventors of

the whole 3D fighting game concept itself,

they just might have some clue what they're

talking abojtl

But you'd be excused for questioning what
makes VF Kids so special. From the screenshots. and even on the surface, it

seems to be nothing more than VF2 with big heads. As an arcade game, it

might not tempt you delve any further. But this game was designed for the

ST-V (Saturn-dedicated) arcade board. And, true to it's nature, it's heading

fully-[de)formed to Sega's superconsolel

SSTHKTBUncn
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THE 'BIG' PICTURE!
Before delving into what makes VF Kids different from its

famous adult brother, it's first worth explaining exactly why

Segahavecreated the game at all. And the answer iies in shrewd

marketing. While the Saturn might be in tough competition with

the PlayStation here in the UK, over in Japan it's a very different ^
situation. In shoit, the Saturn is creaming the PlayStation. And It's all \
thanks to Virtua Fighter and VF2!

Over there, AMi's fighting game series is granted

almost godlike status. Even now, arcades are filled with

more VF2 machines than any other gamel The release of

near-perfect conversions on Saturn, sdd the machine

almost single-handed! As a result most Japanese program-

mers developing two-player versus-type games, choose

Saturn instinctively, purely because they know their core

gamesplayers already own the machine.

The problem is, fighting games in general only appeal to specific games-

players. AAatnly, 15 to 15 year old males. With this area of the market already

cornered, Sega Of Japan now intend on drawing in other types of gamesplayers.

The first move was the introduction of the white Flash Saturn. At half the

Saturn's original launch price, and in more cosmopolitan colours, the machine

flew offthe shelves on release. The number of female and younger Satum

gamers has increased dramatically. To cater for this upsurge, games like

Rotkman X2 (Megaman) and the upcoming NIGHTS have been developed. But

SOJ also want to expand the appeal of the Saturn's main brand - Virtua

Fighter. And that's where < \
theVFKidsfitinl ^^ ^^ ^K

W TIm ifcade Intro li in tlurt tso. Mic, whan iiou CDinplat* tha

guns, AM! Mf Ihcy've includtd two-miiiute FMV ending) for

ucb character, We'M yot to Me them tliDugh.

Ta
t. To gel a good replay with thi$ gjy, you

AGE: 56 SEX: M

MTUHAUTY: CHINESE

^^^P^S^^
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ITUm running nghlars hat. Spit ilu comei nut of their

when thgy'rt hit. It'i not dligntting th«ugh. Jutt big
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PUPPY POWER!
Virtua Fighter Kids is a subtle, but

definite redefinement of the VF2

game engine. For true VF fans, we
reckon it's essential to have. Your

more average Vfi ovuning games-
piayer though, may not find enough

reason to own such a similar title.

Nonetheless, we retkon Sega Europe should definitely bring this game out

ower heie. Perhaps even bring out a VFi -VF Kids double-pack and use it to
relaunch Vfi all over again. Who knows, with the irresistible Kids on their

side, we could have a Virtua Fighter phenomenon to match that of Japan.

HERE COMES A NEW CHALLENGER
Although there's a home-specific two-player option, VF Kids is best

played in one-player arcade mode. For one reason - the 'Challenger

Comes' flash. When a new player enters, the fighters currently on-

lookaroundstartled,Evenifthey'refloofed, It really is constantly funny!

-
TZ<''T,!17T.",""°'' V ^

Nonelhelesi, his Top Deck shandy

'^!i¥
to perfoim all his staggering \

»— r
moves. His Drunker Fist attack, ^ ^
where he rotates around an opponent, looks

too big for his hands to reach the ground, so his

head seems to strangely pass through the floor!

It's not ghtchy though, just weirdi

AGE: 84
1 SEX: M BIOOOTYPE:

HATWNAinY: CHHESE HEIGKT: 5ft 6

BlftTHDAV: 2/1/12 WEIGHT: llstttoe

HDHnNGnYU

OGGUmilM

HOBBV

:

:S'' l --[^j/f

^-^lAto

I Japan, VF Kids features pr

G hDid by Jacky anil Shun. aii4Mnn ku Imt awi EMTgH
-Ink stage. Bacauu Itiey've bien rmmml in Eha UK, tliare

)tag«. Jacky am) Sarah'i Cliicaga stage is alta

gone b«HUM It hai » Java laa billliairil In It.

Heta SkH-t Ml Mtk. It^ Ht I Jhi» OH.
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MOVE OVER OLD-TIMER

i^.,^jrmi

Wnir prapirss to fight

hlmieir. Bizarrey, Ihe niw

caricature looks Just Ilk* Ed

lonras. the little sg

does our lips. The all-naw. hyper-cute Ham* En^
I'-'-M''-

..^

it attacks!. Also, her eyes go angrily red

e'i attacked. But she smiles quite nicely

; wins, so that's okay. Although accets-

n the arcades is a secret, an Saturn <t's

he same as in VFi (Down-Up-Rlght-A-

a gold version - Oown-Up-Left-A-Bight).

^r"-z;

VF Kids isn't just a surface rehash of VFi with a junior button-mashing option

though. As you'd expect from AMI, they've talten this opportunity to refine

the gameplay, making it more dynamic than ever. For starters, the game is a

'J\ 30% faster than VFi, and it

-lows. The speed at which combos

ire launched on opponents is stag-

gering, emphasised by the more

punchy impact sounds (tliey sound

closer to VF than VFi).

What's more, the big-heads

prove to be more than just a cosmet-

ic addition. These extra large targets,

coupled with tlie extra speed, have

created new combos. Extra hits can

now be strung into moves, making

for even more impressive fights.

What's more, when low-blocking, ^' * " - —
the fighters now sway backwards.

Su(h is the size of their craniums, they actually need to dodge hits!

These over-ripe Papaya heads also add centrifugal force to the fighters

Most notably when KO'd. Finish off an opponent with certain combos, and

the final hit sends them across nearly the whole distance of the ring.

Sometimes they even skid further when they land.

Other moves are considered worthy of replay. Taking a leaf out of

Fighting Vipers book, when a special attack is successfully implemented,

multiple-view replays are shown. Likewise, new angles are employed

throughout fights. During Wolf's spinning throw, for exarr

pie, the camera stays fixed on Wolf's face, while the back-

drop looms around. Added drama is definitely part of the

Kidspackagel

Impact mark) now appear to tinphasiac the poHsr of the

attacks, Iklta, a great deal of attention has been spent on the

fighters' expreailiHM. They all look very pained when hit. Don't

iKOrry though, they're equally happy when they win.

f\9sX
. I ^'

1 aj's jnrjiy daughle

ii<. Even

BO

ockerel)

As with

hat or

huge as t Meson the

her embroidered jacket 1

(which was previously a

is now a cartoon chicken

Kage, v*her Pai loses he

^" '
' * °^ ^ {"^

duce an impressive replay. But he

tap kick- which skillesly flips op

more annoying than ever, thanks

which it talihes the opponent's h

annoying one-

onentsup-is

o the ease at

ad.

AGE: 19 1 SEX: F 8L00DTYPL |

NATIOHALmr: CHINESE HEHSKT: 5ft 9

BIRTXDAV: n/5/75 WEIGKT; 9 stone

FWmHOCTm

DCGUnTHIN
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THE ARCADE WINNERS
SEGA'S repiftation has been forged in one of the competittve markets in the world.

the arcades! Though they've always managed to bring their arcade hits home and let

the family have a piece of the action, from their early licenses on popular early 8Q's

consoles (see last month), right up to the present day Saturn. Many of the games

shown on these p^es, such as Rampage or Alien Syndrome, contain such original

ideas (that haven't been re-used) we're surprised they haven't been updated for the

Saturn. Maybe there's hope for them in the Sega Ages series...

'^^ -
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Core first revealed Tomb Raider

at the spring ECTS and everyone

was pretty gobsmaclted witli

just liow impressive it

loolted. Lilie Niglits and the

forthcoming Sonic X-

Treme, Tomb Raider

tal(es you into a full 360 3D environ- i

ment. ROB BRIGHT ei\joys the freedom.

And
the legend tays that the ancienti preserved a special body of

knowledge - a unique mystically transcendent knowledge, that wai
to be passed on after their empires crumbled, by the select few who
iiad managed to Initiate themselves via its sacred rituals and tech-

niquei of omni-consciout exploration. Only now, as the time of uni-

versal truth approaches can I, the last guardian of the 'lllumlnatl Temples of

Mr. Byrite', reveal this knowledge to you, brethren of the Saturn...

...err, hang on... ummm... oh what was it?.„ahh bugger, 1 should have

written it down. Oh well, can't be helped, can't be helped. Instead I'll tell you

about Tomb Raider, a game no doubt programmed by fello\

centrating as it does on the mystery surrounding the 'Scion', an object of

ancient and unkriown powers. Lara Croft is the action-woman who's been

employed to retrieve it, but who has subsequently decided to go it alone aftei

discovering that her employer's were simply using her as a pawn in a much

bigger game,

With the suspense-laden plot neatly laid out, this jD action adven-

ture kicks off. Part puzzle, part shoot 'em up, Tomb Raider

four levels, each level subdividing into zones. The environ-

ments are as you'd expect - Inca caves and cities. Greek

Coliseums, Egyptian temples and even an Atlantian pyra-

mid. In each part of the game the action focuses on differ-

ent aspects of the adventure, with some lones dedicated

mostly to exploring or puzzle solving and others to some t

tional blast 'em up chaos.

Tomb Raider is now deep in development, and as you can no doubt tell

from the screenshots, it's looking very impressive indeed. A lot of time has

been sent working on the finer details in an effort to really build a sense of

atmosphere in the game. The use of

varying camera angles, the fluid

movement of the sprites and the

range ofthings that Lara is capable

of. all work to contribute towards it.

Core are working towards an

October/November release for Tomb
Raider, and proving all goes to plan

this could beoneofthebig

Christmas hits. We'll be keeping a

eye on how things are shaping up. >:

' HIGH NOON
Lara starts off the game with her two pistols

which have an infinite amount of ammo. She

wears these in classic gunslinger fashion, one

on each hip and has to press the draw button

to use them. When she draws them they'll

immediately lock on to the target or targets,

providing it's in front rather than behind her. If

there's only ore target then both guns focus

on that, Lara actually spends a lot of time

without using her weapons, keeping her

hands free to climb things or grab onto ledges

if she happens to befalling.

7^.F^.A ^^ATUrav
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LOST EMPIRES
There are four different levels in Tomb raiders, and each level is split Into

zones. The themes on each level concentrate on one particular visage of

ancient culture and mythology. In the first three levels Lara is required

tofind the three parts of the Scion in order to gain entry to the last

level. Anyway, here's an example of what you can expect...

1 LEVEL 3: EGYPTIAN
1

VoLi can t really have a variety pack' of ancient culture without the [

Egyptian , so here they re complete with w alls covered! hieroglyphics,

plenty gold telksand a sarcophagus now and then. The Egyptian level

features omeoftheto ghest puiiles in th e game becau e it is the

entrance to the lost Atla nlian pyramid.

SE^.A SATURN



LEVEL 4: ATLANTEAN PYRAMID
Once Lara manages to penetrate the pyramid It would seem all is

quiet. However onte one of the boss enemies activates it, things rapid-

ly go berserk, Lara has to make it to the control centre, destroy it, and

ipe as the pyramid is exploding about her. Phewl

One thing that Tomb Raider is full of is traps. There ai

loads of different ones to watch for like the classic

crumbling floor, denoted by cracks in the floor

tiles, or doors in the floor that open when
they're trod on. Some of the traps use films for

inspiration, like the rolling balls remir

Raiders of the Lost Ark, as are the blow darts

and fireballs which are activated when Lara

foolishly walks over a pressure pad. There

sre also spikes which emerge from the floor

if Lara runs over them, causing some lovely

impaling, something that's a bit like an old

game called Prince of Persia.

FILM '96
One of the principle attractions of Tomb Raider is likely to be the effect

the camera has on the proceedings. Trying to make a game look convinc-

ingly like a fiim is nothing new - a game like Resident Evil on the

PlayStation has been very successful at attempting to do this. With Tomb
Raider there are four different camera angles in all, and they are

employed at different stages of the game to enhance the atmosphere.

Here's a look at them in more detail:

THE SPOT CAMERA: Thi< is the vie»

employed for the vast majority of the time. The

action is viewed from just over Lara's left or right

shoulder depending on which is most suitable at

the time. When Lara is still, you also have the

opportunity to inspect your surroundings a bit

more by moving the camera about with the

direction buttons. This includes things like look-

ing over a ledge to see if it's a big drop, or looking up to inspect whether

an obstacle can be climbed.

Baiia sayitUied in a lot of slasher typefilms to weate suspense. You

know the kind - you'rejust behind the distressedfemale as she nervously

wanders down the long dank corridor.

THE DYNAMIC PAN: Slmply for a bit of show
this one. The camera rotates all the way around

Lara enabling you to view her from any angle

and at any distance, providing there are no

obstacles in the way of course. This is simply

used for dramatic effect

Bazza says; It's kind of like the rotating

they da infiims when two people are dancing

at a ball or something. It's also often used with a touch of distorting

depth-of-field to convey someone who's going a bit ioopy on a

deadly poison.

THE EXTERNAL VIEW: This is used

)r per-

forms certain actions. It either works a:

a flowing change in angle and it's generally

employed to give you a fresh perspective on a

situation and reveal items that might be of

Bazza says; The simple cut technique is as old as cinema itself,

known in the business as 'montage'you know. Theflowing change of

angle maintains a sense of rhythm and pace.

THE THREE POINT VIEW: rhi, i, , bit .f a

cunning idea actually. When Lara finds herself

object or something else that's impor-

tant, the camera focuses on the object, putting

ra between it but in line with the camera.

This sounds a bit confusing, but what it

neans in real terms is that the camera's

angle will move to keep both Lara and the object in the fram

Bazza says:Errr...

^^ 5E-3,A S,ATL!RN
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ALIEN TRILOGY ISHOWCASE
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HOW YOU CAN KILL
about killing loads of alii

' ' - ;, luckily, Alien!

le thing aboul CDs, other than them being small and you being able to

it your dinner off them, \s that they're really good for storing sound on,

I

Hence, one should imagine, their day job as a music recording format.

I

Probe are no slouches in the brain department, and have picked up on

; unique ability, utilising it for their own evil ends. These ends

ampling loads and loads of sound effects and snippets of speech from thi

film and transposingthemtothegame. For example, in one level you're con-

fronted witha wall full of cotcooned colonists, each ofwhom whispers "Kill

me" when you go near them -just like in the second film (because it is from

the second film). Over 60% of the effects, including the a

takendirectly from the movies. Which is quite clever.
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HOW YOU CAN DIE
The thing with living ii that it ends. We've all got to go sometime, some
ways messier than others. As previously stated, shooting my way out of

Alien Hell wouldn't be my preferred ticket-punching method, but the

number and variety of threats on offer in Ai Tril would indicate that it is

probably Ripley's. Along with the multitudinous human and xenomorphic

terrors wandering around, the environment itself throws up new ways for

someone to die. Falling down a long way, running into scalding hot steam

issuing from pipes - all these things and more cause damage to fragile

Ripley, who is, let's face it, only 3 girl. Plus the aliens have acid for blood,

which has a tendency to splash overyour or poo) on the floor when you're

blowing bits of them away. This isdeadlier than you would believe, so

watch where you're walking.

I WANT TO EAT YOUR BRAIN!
Frankly I for one don't fancy the idea of shooting my way out of a dingy industrial complex crawling with deadly aliens. Now that's just my opinion, and it

I

doesn't mean I'm berating shooting your way out an industrial complex etc etc. But if i changed my mind, I certainly want to Itnow, at the very least, what
those aliens are like. Well they're all different in Alien Trilogy, although many of them lookvery similar. Seme arefaster, others stronger or more intelligent.

Some of them like shopping. Each of the enemy flavours listed below vary in theif individual characteristics (which apparently tool< about a year and a half to do),

;o don't underestimate them.

EGGS

I
No actual ttireat to the playtr, but th«y looli

icky. Don't look at them (or too long or

.IZEUBa EDBB

Flimsily built and easy to iiili, but hard to hit

thsnki to their vrtiW size and ipeedy move-

ment. Scary. Pop out of eggs.

nmss

Employed by your company to stop you killing

all the aliens so they can use them in a war.

ur somithlng like that.

Tlie same as humans, but to uglier and with

white blood. Or lubricating Huld or whatever |

mechanical stuff it is.

iQUEEWmEH

11 that have guatated Inside dogs. They

walk Funny, hut don't laugh at Ihem because

they're still evil and will kill you if you let

Aliens thai have gestated inside humans,

these comprise the majority of the enemies

you'll face. They're really scary and very
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DRINK ME
Nevermind her guile, guns or grenades, Ripley's biggest asset on her trav-

els to death are her big pockets. And we mean HUGE, she can carry ail

sorts of stuff. Lutkily there's all sorts of stuff for her to carry, most of it

just sitting there on the floor waiting for her to pick up. Here's a quick

rundown of the goodies or offer and what they can do for you...

ARMOUB VEST
Cood bullet-stop-

ping capabilities,

this should protect

you from the

guards, until it gets

shot to pieces, Don'

save you from

SHOULDER
LIGHT

Hands-free torch

for traversing dark-

allows you to see

I

what's coming and where you're

ng. Doesn't have a brilliant

I

range, mind.

• VISION

AlS
n the dark, an

ring these,

e better off

(vith the shoulder

I

light if you can find it, because

these aren't that efficient. Better

I
than a poke in the eye with a

sharp mandible, though.

ID CARD
Allows Ripley to get

served in pubs.

They also open

doors, which is

what you'll need

Ihem for in the

game. Steal them from the bod-

ies of dead people.

ENERGY

floor tile

static

MEDIKIT
An energy pod you

can hang on to and I

use when you feel

like it. Always
I

hang on to a cood

stock of the

ic.gj o.uiJnd when

It (ie after a big ftght]

wgt

^

ADRENALINE
SHOT

AUTO MAPPER
This really sad kid I

used to know at

school used to use

graph paper to

draw maps of all

his games. The

auto mapper saves

having to do the sa

and ultimately give

you from

me thing.

BOOTS
Made for walking,

and that's just

what they'll do.

These might not

GONNA MAKE YOU MOVE

hof
a power-up, but

they're acid proof, w
you from scorching your toot-

sies of alien blood. ^m
^A
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It's all over! The Time Attack competition which began way back in Issue 4 has finally reached its

conclusion. Now it's time for those responsible for the three fastest times to gather up their

video evidence and get it over to our offices for detailed inspection.

THESTOR
^T ~'i' ,• i''^:vm

.1996/

Pr«tly unb*ii««*bU r«lly Un't ItM What w* wilt itraii xt thli itaga If that thit l> tha

I

UNCONFIRMED final raiult. We'va yat to laialva vldao avldanca from any of tha top

I, and any tign of (haating or fibbing will ratult In Immadlate dltqualifi-

callon, ganaral darlilon from tha maiiai and tha parton Immodiataly balow mowing

a pla». Howavar, If Mark Mlchaal NIghttngala and tha two runnari-up get thair

laoi in pronto and all I* wall, wa'ii b* thowing you how thaia lagandary tlm«(

ra achieved neit month.

'SECOtnPUCE:

GrahamSim
THIRD PLACE:

Andy Grant

4. STEVE MARTIN

5. MARK MICHAEL NIGHTINGALE

6.ANDYC.B.H0ATH

7.ANDVC.B.H0ATH

8. LEIGH STEVENSON .

9.DARRANWARE :

10.NICH0USWARE

FIRST PRIZE FREE SATURN GAMES FOR A YEAR, A SEGA RALLY JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT!

SECOND PR! TEN SATURN GAMES AND AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLY .HRKFT AN^ Jjitf""' j

THIRD PRIZL AN EXCLUSIVE AM3 SEGA RALLY JACKET AND A SEGA RALLY T-SHIRT! i

MICHELIH
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Gaming Rigll"''"

a,v/4*'
"Q^i^
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You have the POWER, in this conlest you don'i rely on the luck-ol-lhe Media Rig Contest The Ullimale Gaming Environment. 40 inch monitor,

draw Vou determine if von win or not You win hv autscorinq olhers in a name of 130 wati receiver w/ Dolbv Pro Loqic Surround Sound, and all comnonents shown.

I. Each of hwe more puzzles gets a little harder But this time il s

... -r - ,--. --_, in lo Ihe end with the highest score and the gear is ^ours.

With whatever options you want. Do you have wha! it takes'' Then play to win'

with Pentium 200 IVIhi

processor.lSmeg ram,1.2Gig.harddnve.i
""

.
. .

. puzzles gets a little harder But this time ils We're talkiti' GAMING HEAVEN!
^

Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Giid with words Doing across (hat spell
. ..... ^,>,, ,„ ..,„

^^1 11^^ lyi^^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ j^^ ^^^^ ^^^j ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ j(|^^

h,,H A,.,.a rn Dnw ir ^^.Z? IIaIT.^J!!!'! I" «« future. There will be lour more puzzles at £2.00 each and one tie-
hard dnve, CD-ROM, 17 monitor modem and morel

^^^3,,^^ g, £, „ ^^^^^.^ ^,|| ^^^ ^g„, ^^ ^^^

.

Play on the hi-tech cuning edge with this line-up: each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the

I Boy, 300: and Atari Jaguar Get all five or highest score possible score lo Phase 1,
43°'g to Phase II. 36% Id Phase 111. and 32%

"'
Duus options include: 33 inch monilor, lo Phase IV. The he-bieakei determines the winner II players are still tied they will

! split the value of the grand prize they

Mystery
H
— — M

y

E T

IlIlH
p I N C H w ;

R w

_s R
D

«|b.^| EMTERMETOIUY, HERE'S MVEHTIIf FEE:wOa G (£2.00) Computer Contest

D (£2.00) Video Game Contest

(£2.00) Media Rig Contest

D (£3.00) SPECIAL! Entei tliem all (SAVE C3.00I

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart

PINCH W PRESS K BIAST A WRECK D
BREAK Z PUNCH S SPRAY C TURBO V

STOMP T STAND R PRESS E DREAM ...O

CRUSH I SCORE H SLANT L CHASE P
MVSTEBVWOaDCtOE.

WO«U} RULERS HAVE ITAHD IN THIS COHTESTIfflU HAVE rr

Town Post code

res' SEND CASH, M.O., COIN, OR CHECK TO: ©
*^^^ PAHDEMONIUM, R.O. BOX 10452

LONDON, NIN3 aWE
VDIOmEHEPROHIBmD.ENTRYDEADLIPIE.POSIMARKEDBVAUG 1TTH. I» ENTRTEEEMUSTBEINCEUOED
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SATFRN m^

actio:ftpGLa3/ the power in your hand

live lon^r, punch. liai\3ep, run faster,Jump higher

• Built-in 2 Ms^ of game save memory 4 times the size of standard mranory

• optionalPC link-up for the ultimate hacker ^^ y
54?^ V

tel Direct,Govan Road, Penton, StokeKm-Trent ar4gBS.

; 01782 744TO7. Pax:0178S 744S9S. Website and Email inTP://WWW.DATEL.CO.llK.
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Just about everyone in the SEGA SATURN MAG offices is walking around with bags under their eyes that you could fit „

your weekly shopping in. Why? because we've given up on stuff like going to bed and dreaming, and replaced itwHU
NIGHTS instead, which we start playing at about midnight with a good cup of hot chocolate, and eventually abandl

time for breakfast. You might think this sounds a bit drastic but just you wait until you see it. Oh boy! NiGHTS asJdl^

are some other fine games to check out this month, and the odd lame one of usual.

So my darkling friends, peruse the stuff that dreams are made of!

NIGHTS :

ROAD RASH

PRIMAL

SLAM 'N' JAM

STARFIGHTER3

OLYMPIC FOOTBALL

SEABASSnSHING'

PROPINBALL
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The wait is over, and tlie suspected Game of the Year

Is ready for release, and review. So has it been worth

all the wasted drool? Or could Nights be a m^or

league embarrassment to all concerned

(especially us, who've given it all this coverage)?

3 software house will

I

spring a sudden surprise on you. This is

generally when they've got something

eaiiy briiiiant up their sleeves which

oesn't need several years of constant

R to get your attention. When the pro-

ducers know they've got something special in their

hands they'll go to great lengths to reduce the

probability of journalists finding out anything about It

until it's near enough to Tmished to be truly astounding.

We didn't hear about NiCHTS until four months from

the end of its year-long

gestation period, and

given that it's from Sonk

Team, you'd think Sega

ily too happy

to start ihouting that

they were working on a

big money new produc-

tion. Weil, they didn't,

and we're glad t>ecause it

made the shock of seeing

such an awesome title for

the first time something

quite tangible.

Vou may have

gathered through the

extensive coverage we've

given NiCHTS in previous

issues that we think It's

corking. But then a single

loDk at the screenshots

would convince you of

NienTS' big flippy shoes

make ideal flippen for

uoderwator navigallon. Hind

ths reverse controls, though.

Ihat without Ui bothering lo 5iy a word.

What malies NiCHTS so appealing is its concept

andfeeLThissoundsfairlysimple, but a lot of game?

you'll see on the shelves, whilst competently

programmed and enjoyable to play or even innovative,

don't concentrate of how the player IS going to feel

when they're in the midst of playing it The atmosphere

of a game is often what elevates a title to classic status

and NiCHTS has more atmosphere than a

fully terraformed l\flars with loads of

plants and animals and no pollution.

Plus the control system is so instinc-

tive it pulls you straight into the

action. This is one of those games

that'll have you twisting around in

your seat involuntarily mimicking

MiCHTS. It transcends those early

Sonic-meets -Ecco comparisons with

Its fluid snaking around

The game mechanics are simple

enough, the objectives you're set are easily

understood, but m'uch harder to accomplish This is a

game designed very much with the arcade- playing

lefleses and co-ordination crowd than platform/puzzler

Much like Sonic, strangely enough.

Visually NiCHTS is one of the most captivating

games the Saturn has witnessed yet. The environments

are rich in textureand detail, each level having a distinct

individual personality. The animation is superb, and the

bosses (most of which are HUGE) are worthy of particu-

larnote.Themadcolour schemes the Teart) have used

amplif/the dream concept and give your eyes an

; iod/c( orkoul

However, NiCHTS isn't

without its faults The

Nightmareans seen in the

main levels (of which there ai

only a few) are quite bland-looking and dont really do

very much. Otiviously in a game played mostly against

the clock, enemies are going to have a limited impact at

be5t, but more time could have been spent on

makmgyourfoeslookasgoodas

/erything else. The other cnticism is

that NiCHTS isnt exactly what you

could call massively difficult Given a

couple of days most reasonably

accomplished gamesplayers will

have clocked it. However, the

incentive is there to keep going

back to each level until you've ranked

an "A" on every one, at which point we

suspect new game options will open

themselves up although we're not sure).

However, even if thisdoesnt happen you'll still

return to NiCHTS just for the joy of playing it, plus

watching the Nightopians evolve through the A-Life sys-

tem is very jolly

Basically, NiCHTS is everything it's cracked up to be.

A real showcase for the Saturn, massively addictive and

totally friend-impressing (unless they've got a

PlayStation, then they'll be sick). Whatever game you're

thinkmgofgettingnght now, put itonholdandgetthis

regret it.

-»
RAD



. ^ . -,^f Smashing Ihrougli the Imitating inowballt on

~ ' IMb ilage yields top goodies. However, It's

easy to snow-blind fourseif with debris.

iltle NIGHTS flying through same hoops. Doing this doesn't Just

illh all -important points, it also replenishes hii Drill Dash attack

IT. But you'd already know that if you'd read the Showcaw. So do it now.

SEGA S.ATURN ''_3_
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The Road Rash legacy has returned for one last

outing on the Saturn. But , after four years,

does it still have what it takes to thrash the

pants off other racers? Or is rtjust destined

for the scrap heap?

psar*^*"^**!!

he Road flash series has had a long and

successful history on Sega consoles. In

I

fact, when it was first released on the

I

Megadriveway back in 1991, it waf just

ut the best thing going. Afler all, it

I included, blisteringly ^st play, merci-

less violence and a great two player option too.

And after the First version, It seemed to

get better and better, right up until

the awesome title that was

released on the jDO a couple of

years ago. In fact, the format

hasn't changed at all since

then, and it's largely this ver-

sion that makes it onto ttie

Saturn this month.

So, for those ofyou who
haven't had the pleasure of

playing this on the 3DO (actually,

unless you own one, there's one rea-

son why you would have played this

before), this version of Road Ra&h is played

out in a variety of more urban settings. Like a ve^ busy

town for instance Which means just one tiling

Crannies. Ves, that's right grannies. Vou can tun 'em

over, or dodge 'em, it's up to you, although we know

the most entertaining option ofthe two.

usual options of champi-

onship mode and one-off

rates (although there's no

twoplayer mode), and m
addition toall the weapon

stealing malark^,you can

also steal your oppo-

nent's biVeard

ride off into tl-

distance,

thereforegivrngyou the chance to win

Of OMJtse. if you've played Road

Rash befbfe.youil know that this IS

rather marvellous fun, and Its a pret-

ty long lasting affair too. However, the

question has to be raised as to

whether In these days of Sega Rally and

?ven Daytooa, something like Road Rash

still provide the thrills that we've come to

expect.And theanswens,ye5. Sortof It's certainly

still fjn to play, and it's pretty addictive stuff too.

However, you can't help wondering whether the pro-

grammers could have made a bit more effort to make

this diffe'ent from the other versions. After taking so

long to bring it out, we would have at least expected to

seeanextraplayabletrackAnd, of course we would

haveexpected to see a pixel-perfect conversion of the

3DO original. As it stands, this is a poor version ofthe

original game in that thetrackshavebeenpoorly recre-

ated, almost as ifthe programmers just couldn't be

bothered.

Strll, for all these criticisms. Road Rash still remains

a brilliantly playable game, that despite having no

new features is still fun enough to keep you playing it

And, if you're really intothis sort of game, there's no

doubt that you'll find itenjoyable. it's just doubtful that

anyone would choose this over a racing game lil<e

Daytona or Sega Rally or even Need for Speed. Overall,

"quite nice" are probably the two words that sum it up

best Can we see some new stuff now, please? .^,
SAM ^^

This it thB Sierra Nevada caurSE. If you play In Ihraih niiHl«.

you can choase any course you like, although in race mode,

you'll have to go through them all In order. This is quite

's plenty of open road for all the riitert.

» SEG.A S.ATURN
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classified a

tiieir disposal and

well Armadon(a bit like

makes tiie most

opponents with

spikes, Sauron (a sort'

with its breath and summon
nowhere, an

It's In trying

Primal Page

The kind of com

to put together

ward and fIddly.ThI; wouldn't real!

a complaint ifyou could custon

thingstomakethe moves play

but you can'l, and even reconfigul

Id after man had been

ind the last survivors forced back into

of neolithi

of fearsome hybi

earth. The northern hemispher

lated by the 'donkeysaui

and 'sheepadon', the burning hot central regions

filled with jwarins of 'sparrowdactyls', and the icy

southern landscape shook with the presence of mighty

'goat mammoths'...

Unfortunately none of these majeslic beasts

appear in Primal Rage, although the plot of the game
does follow similar lines. With man back

bear-skinned savagery, the player chooses between

seven different monsters and engages in one-on-on

battles for global domination, collecti

worshippers as they go. When a fighter defeats an

opponent they take over their territory and also the

vanquished monsters resident worship-

pers, which don't really have a function

other than to act aV an altemativi

STRANGE BUTNICE



, , imal Rage is a game that's looking far

too dated to deserve the Saturn treati

With poor graphics and shallow gameplay,

only redeeming feature is sharing the

•y with another p

60"
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Ing tiis petfon

exKutedanyni

I hrough Infinite spawn and having

:e friend I wai once given the

I
opportunity to watch Magic Johnson

ly an exhibition match, and it was

e. However, only now do I realise

I that the travel to the UK was affect-

ince. For the Uagk Johnson I saw
imber of lithe set-ups and peffbrmed

some incredibly graceful feats of basketballlng.

Now, having played Slam 'n' Jam, I know that he

normally waddles up and down the court like he's

got a bag of anions sewn into his shorts and

never jumps more than about four inches

offtt)egrQuiid, Magic Irvin. and his

equally famous (in America) pal

Kareem Abdul Jabbar both make

personal appearances in BMG's nei

simulation of the basketballing

phenomenon and, so it would

appear, neittier of them has the

natural limb co-ordination they

were born with. This, at least )s the

impression I've garnered from observ-

ing their digitised counterparts lumber

around the court in a manner more akin to a

foul drunken tramp than a profeisional sportsman.

But hey, animation maketh not a game {as they

say) - NBA Jam isn't exactly the sleekest of sports games

and that sold by the lorry load Sadly for Slam 'n' Jam
though, quality do maketh a game, and this is wheie
BMG's latest endeavour falls short. Every basVettall

game basically suffers from a similar fault, and that is

that the sport Itself, whilst fascinating to watch, is very

simple -which often ma kes for a limited gameplay

scope when translated

to computer game
form. Some attempts

have been made to

I

Basketball has traditionally been a

barren plain for the gameplay crop. So

how does BMG's new settler settle in?

Is it set up for success? Or merely

unsetUing?

p'piisadequately, it just doesn't make for ai

inggan

mmings you'd expect are in place.

trom the reams of Stats through the large-scale

licensedplayers-theyjustdon't really seem that

impressive Even the running commentary (which

should still have at least novelty value) is bland. It

sounds like your ron -basketballing dad is sitting in

he room trying to sound cool by making comments

about the game, saying things like "Ooh, where's the

defence?" ot "He must beon spilngsl" when some-

body makes a jump. Perhaps unsurprisingly this

grate after the fiftieth hearing.

Of course, as is often the way with

these things, it's not all bad. With other

human players in tow Slam 'n' Jam Is

a far more rewarding experience. It's

notthatthegamertselfis awful, it's

just based around a pretty shaky

premise that requires an element of

competition to resoscHate But even

then Slam 'n' Jam is unlikely to keep

you occupied for more than a couple of

days, even taking the special moves and

other tnnkets into account.

Given more moves, a more defined strategy ele-

ment, sharper graphics and cleverer artificjal intelligence

Slam 'n'lam could havebeen an exciting product. As it

stands it's just an average basketball game of no real

interest to anyone without an over-riding passion for the

sport - and even then It's more Hit 'n' Miss than any-

thing

ie fDoty lail night? What a corking Lnni only knaM wtial Charity Stripe means,

lou^t It. of paaalty free throw. In fact, two ttiront).

111
-W~ kfe

/"N h
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w suparatitloua playan ncd in fear (roin
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Iftime present andtime past are both

present in time future, and time future

contained in time past, then all time is

eternally present. As for Starfighter

3000, ifs here todoy, gonetomorrow!

ep, it's e futur again, this time a

I

further millennium down the line inti

J037. Things are, as you'd expeit,

|uife different. Human biains pile

lawn the conveyet belts waiting for

heii cofporate-genetic identities;

some are thannelied into the administration syn-

dicates, others into cyber-technology industries,

and the really unlucky ones are miitalienly cov-

ered in chocolate and stuffed into boxes of IWilk

Tray, Thankfully it's not all change though.

There's still plenty of war and violence to make
your Twentieth century kid feel at home.
Obviously, the goalposts have changed in terms

of the enemy - Earthlingi now more suited to

inter-galactic bickering - but for the pilots in the

Fednet Space Corps, of which you are one, there's

still plenty of action.

As part of the Corp. it's your job to ensure the

gata«y remains a place of relative order and secun

ty. At present It's being threatened by rebels

armed to the teeth with fighter squadrons, huge

Fortunately, being part of the wealthy establish-

Predator Mark IV attack vehicle

which comes complete with its

own range of weapons and

defence systems.

Starfighter jooo i'

heart a shoot em up,

although It's fair to

say It has a fine pair of

flight simulator lungs

as well This is at first a bit off putting. The con

trols are incredibly sensitive, a light tap of the

joypad capable of sendmg your vehicle into exci

ed swirls about the ether. Once you get used to

this control method things get far less frustrat-

ing, although now snd then there are still time-

little less touchy The

As Starfighter

jooo progresses it

becomes more like a

straight-forward shoot

em up. the player using

the map to locate tar-

gets and then making

the most of their air-to-

air and air-to-ground

missiles in an effort complete their objectives.

There are plenty of pick-ups in the way of eitr;

lergy and weapons,

quite a neat bonus sys-

Pick up the icons left after

something has been destroyed

and they rack up at the bot-

tom of the screen in the fash-

on of a fruit machine -if you

I a winning sequence you earn an

upgrade for your ship.

The graphics in Starfighter

o are actually a bit disap-

pointing Everything looks very

poiygonised, enemies exploding in blocks,

buildings all blocky triangles and squares and ever

the earth itself exploding like a chequered chess

board. If I was feeling generous I'd say it's ali part

t- of the game's style, but I'm not so I'll say instead

that It all looks a bit too much like the 3DO from
which it was converted.

1 More than anything, Starfighter 3000 suffers

a from being boring. Technically it's proficient

enough and the difficulty level means it's no

pushover, but the action plods along with an

unerring predictability, the missions varying very

little from one another. As a shoot em up it lacks

pace and easy accessibility to make it great, and as

a flight Sim It lacks depth. As a result, Starfighter

3000 floats about tepidly in between,

^
ROB ^^

There a plcitlii of iIdw ind inijaatic apknlons in Slarflghtsr

30IID, not at all like the hellish reality of blood meihed with

metal and bone and the screaming! Oh the scream ing!

ll

'£im"

Try it before
Rent any latest release from just



Players m Starfightet 3000 get a ctiance

their fellow Fednet pilots. One of the options lets you positic

the squadron'5 formation, adapting it to whatever situation

all together for a spot of carpet bombing, ot split up to take

enemy fighters. If things get too dangerous you can always go

( behind the mothership which will protect you with

the odd laser blast in times of eittremepar^ic

you buy St,
£3.49 for three evenings

\^^
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Oh they're football game crazy, they're football

game mad, those football games they have

taken away the little bit of sense they had -

they're software houses, and they've got yet

another soccer title out. So what's the score?

right idea about

It everyone

ilngely

but by the time

li the European champi-

I be over and all thofe

games v^hich depended upon the topicality of the

event will be languishing in posMicense depriva-

tion. However, USC's (probably extensively prkey)

license will sllll have months to run. Or weeks. But

anyway, they certainly score points for endorse-

ment longevity if nothing else. Although, thinking

about it, if England actually win the Euro tourna-

ment, all (he Euro games will sell for about a hun-

dred million years. They'll be souvenirs.

However, here at Saturn Mag we're not arsed

about this merctiandiiing big-business business, oh

no, we're The Untouchables of the games ciitique

community, not to be swayed by flashy names and
large budgets. So. other than to say it's a pret-

ty clever idea to market your football game,

we'll shut up about it. What you'll be wanti-

ng to know, inquisitive little gaming beavers

you are, is what it's like Well,

it's like almost any of the

other footie games the

Saturn has spawned in recent

weeks. It's got twenty-two players

leofel

based n" s This

change from the usual text-high

attention lavished upon making

Olympic Soccer look professional.

The same proliferative attitude

to choices pervades the play modes

too There's Arcade mode, whi

selected team fights through from

the most feeble contenders to the

tap-ranking players in a knock-out

slylee. There's two-player head-to-

head, which Is self explanatory.

There's also the Olympic mode,

which splits all the contenders into

groups and plays them off in the

same way as the real Olympics. Vou

can invite a second player to jc

on this quest

The game itself

affair, w

fact, you able to select the ,

your camera, how it swings around the field (or not)

and all sorts, meaning there should be a favourite

camera angle for everyone, except really really hard

to please people The distance the camera is posi-

tioned away from the field dramatically alters the

amount of the pitch you can see at any one time

-

and resultantlythe size of the players too, from

large and highly visible to titchy, almost Sensible

Soccer-esque tinyness.

Indeed, Olympic Soccer is heavy on options

throughout. At every point during the game you're

able to access numerous

options screens and

change the rules and

parameters of the game

They're piesented by

way of a rather natty

revolving-football-slices

ightly more

Along with passing,

shooting and chip-

ping Olympic

players are mas-

ters of dives,

jumps and backheels,

cially useful as defensive manoeuvres It takes a

of getting used to how the players operate (and

theteams for that matter, all of which are differ

ent), but once you've got the hang of things

Olympic Soccer proves itself lo be a speedy and

challenging conversion of the popular grass spo

The trouble is that it's arrived a little late in

the day, after the mighty Power Soccer and the

mightier Euro '96, along with a slew of less presti

gious titles. Olympic Soccer is certainly above the

average standard for the crowd, but the biggest

likelihood 15 that if you're aft

already have scooped one of the big two. Whilst

Olympic Soccer does stand up m terms of playability

It's hardly the most technically impressive or innov-

ative title in the arena, and that goes against it in

the current gaming environment. It also makes the

now-standard mistake of dragging a far

mentator in to sample about three different phras

es, which are then repeated robotically throughout

the match until you inevitably turn them off

Whilst I don't think anyone who bought

Olympic Soccer would be disappointed with it, I do

have a feeling that most gamers would rather go

for Euro '96 - not merely because it looks better,

ire to it However, this is a

fine effort from US Gold

more use for this excelle

go, but compare it to a ci

nd let's hope they find

t game engine Give it a

jple of competitors befor
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(ABOVE) Too rigm. the ref's hair is

pretty awfui. He iooka like someone's

meltBd butter all over hlg scalp,

(LEFT) This ml^t look like lome drunken

player Falling over while In posiesilon but

la In fact an overdead kick.

I^B
IB
Akin torn

nearly all

SEE THAT AGAIN AND AGAIN AND AGAIN„.
ny iports games, and fighting games, and racing games - look,

ames these days - Olympic Soccer Is equipped with its very own

r.#

.

'^ replajF fac

game, am
. that isn't

ity. This may be turned on or off at any point before or during a

once working produces an instant replay of every goal ^""'^^^m
nough for you. you can also pause the game and tall up a l!^^^|

'JZ

/^'l"l"^'l'i!'i.Lfll,V'in^l

^^^

y decent soccer game ind

I

Olympic Soccer is up against some of the

! stifTest competition the genre has ever

offered. Good fun certainly, but perhaps

pie on the market.
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They said it couldn't be done. They said it

made about as much sense as a post-pub

interview with Oliver Reed. They laughed

andjeered at the idea of a fishing sim. But

< by thunder they were wrong!

ing happen! to be

s of the most popular

I

pastimes in Britain

lieve it or not. Many a

j| finds a touch of

rmic quietude sitting

on a river bank casting away, or wading

through a velvety stream, lost to the

hypnotic ebb and flow of water. In fact,

for many, catching a fish simply adds a

little peripheral excitement to the day.

Obviously a fishing sim can't be quite

as pastoral and romantic as this, and

Sea Bass Fishing fills in the scenic gaps

by putting the player in the role of

champion angler— well, potential

champion at least. Rather than a brook tucked away
deep in the Shires, the fishing takes place along

estuaries or out at sea, with competitors clambering

after boats and captains to take them to the

renowned fishing hotspots.

Vou can forget things hke maggots or fly fishing

as well, because in the hunt for the elusive Sea Bass,

playersmakeuseof lures' Instead, A lure, in case you
don't know, is a metal bait that looks like 3

fish and is designed quite literally

alun

ssterlnga tech-

"e. rather than

ingthe bait in

iiting

to lure a fish

involves n

simply lea

the water

for a bite, you have t<

constantly reel it into

the attract the lively fish.

There are lots of

other things the percep-

tive angler will want to tali

intoaccountaswellllkethe ""*^|
i» ^ ^

weather conditions — rainy '^^^^^^
weather tor example makes the fish

very active — and the tide which affects the number
offish likelytobednftingabout. Having to learn all

this stuff, as well as the various techniques involved

in bringing a fish m are lvIl^-. maies Sea Bass

Fishingfun toplay jt t.|,.. .^^t^c-t even if you're not

catching much. It's kind of like

igthe rules of American foot

ball by playing John Madden's,

Once you feel fairly happy wit^

your technique there's the chance to start

playing m the tournaments For rookies

there's the amateur tournament which only lasts

over a day and involves a more mediocre standard of

angling. If that starts to get too easy then it's time to

to the top pro tournament which Is

spreadout over three days. For those experts

whocan reel enough sea bass in to feed

the five thousand, the Sea Bass Classic

tournament will decide which is the

messlah among them.

Beforeyouheadofftooneofthe

many destinations on offer, there's a

decision to be made regarding who's

going to captain your boat. There are

three captains to choose from, and to be

honest I didn't really notice a great deal

of difference between them, apart from the

rather obvious fact that one looks like Captain

Birdseye. one resembles Sarah Bryant from VFj and

the other looks like Kojak. They act as advisers —
telling you the best spot to cast your line, suggesting

different lures and forecasting on the kind offish you
can expect to be coasting about

Despite the fact that the sea bass is the fish In

favour, there are loads of other

types out thcfe if you fancy

catching them, things like mul-

let, tuna, eel, yellow tail and lots of

fish peculiarto Japanese waters

alone. Once you haul one in it's weighed

and measured by your captain and goes down in

your log book. You can even fish for dolphins,

although before everyone mounts a protest,
I should

add that it's a dolphin fish rather than the Flipper

variety.

One thing should be stressed when talking

about a game likethis though, is the rather limited

fan base it's likely to have. Once you're casting away
there isn't a great deal to feast your eyes on, and

what there is, isn't exactly spectacular. Quite a lot of

people will look at this game and think it's a bit of a

novel wasteoftime, in much the same fashion as

some people would despise golfing games (the con-

trol method in Sea Bass Fishing actually involves

some similarities) or RPC's. I thought it had a certain

charm though, especially considering the fact that,

after playing it, I felt I'd learnt something about fish

and fishing, in addition to this, I was Impressed by

the intelligent way the programmers handled what
has to be one of the most uncompromising sports in

terms of its Incompatibility with the console.

ROB "^^

By moving Hie rod from one tide to the other as jou resl it in,

you stand a belter chance of getting a qolct bite.

!»SEG,AS.ATIJRN
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Pl£NTYMOREHSHINTHESEA
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Vou triow. sometimes people slop me in the slieet and say
"

what (to vou mskp of it
'

1 then ^pend the next couple of hou

Ob The mullet

IS taking Ihem

' ' '^^1
1

to hang near ^andy beaches or ^^^^^^^^^^B^^H

ISI^I I^"'""'.',7.'"'!,';^° ^^JJ^^^^Kl^
normally found the sha[lows along the ^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^H|

^TI^Wn^H Pretty unusual fish L .....-"'''^^^-•k^

using 3 unique tod Difficult to ^^^^^^^^^^^^few

^^^^^^^1 Mackerel tend to ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

where any depth near rocks ^^^^^k^^^^^tffl^^^l

^^T^^^^H While this fish doesn't ^^^^^^^JB|| ^^UUaJ^H feed on small fish. It's ^^^^^^ _J^ ,^^fc|
still to go for a lure ^^^BHCHH|&^^^^|

CliDDiing which area Id fish in afTecIs the kind (Above) These are jour lures. Their colour.

of fish you're likely to catch. The area nn this siie and prnpeiiiity to either Float or link wll

map that Isn't highlighted Is Tor proFesslonals, determine the kind at fish you'll catch.
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a fighti between eminent politl-

verlords in pipe-musked studies.

I it's the reason the world still

lives under the shadow of nuclear Armageddon.

That's right - pinball sims; genuine console experi-

ence or a bit of a con?

Whichever side you stand on the pinball sim

debate, one thing's for sure and that's a pinball sim's

inevitably static quality. If you want to make a pinball

garne as realistic as possible there's not really much
you can do in the way of alternative gameplay Vqu

can hardly expect special attack moves, virtual racing

sequences or mine cart levels Where pinball is con-

cerned, what you see is

:h what you get

This je of Pro Pint

more than most other

pinball sims, featuring as

it does, simply the one

table Whether this was a

bit of an oversight where

the programmers were

concerned, or whether it

was because Pro Pinball

started out as a PC title

{whefeyou could proba-

bly update and change

the table with addon

dislis], IS largely irrele-

vant. For Saturn owners,

one table it is and unfor-

tunately the game suf-

fers a bit as a result With

something like True

Pinball the player at least has the chance to master

four different tables.This however is the only real criti-

cism I have of Pro Pinball Purists mrght even argue

that It's a bit of an unfair one considering the fact

Well what do you want me to say eh? It's a pinball sim

Isnt it I mean, what can I say? It's pinball, the well-

known game involving a ball and flippers, and things

that flash and ping. And err, well, a table, oh yea, a table.

That's it PlnbalLerrr

Ev«r glBC« I wai a young boy. I've plaj«d II

Id dD it! I Mill not be so predictably bland! Inttaad I'd Ilk* to lafk about how pop

culturo conitilutn. at Foucault would put It, a dftfinlllvB trantitlon In...

that playing pi

only one table anyway But then, if Id

wanted pinball as realistic as that I'd

probably opt for the thing itself.

The plot -or rather the theme- in

Fro Pinball involves intrigue on the inter-

net, the title screen revealing a dark mys-

terious woman, eyes full of tyrannical

destiny and hands probing at what looks

like giant spearmint lozenge,

ably her silky

telling you about that

youjustgot or that the game's over And

to satisfy other meanings in the subtitle, The

there's also a spider knocking about in thei

where. But when it

pinball stuffwith the player trying to get the ball over

ramps, along wire rails, through tunnels and rebound

ing off bumpers.

There are bonus games which are displayed on

the mock dot matrix screen at the back of the table

and some of them are good fun. For example, there's

one where you have to use the flipper

explode approaching mines but avoid destroying thi

numbers that also float towards you. There's also

other stuff like sequences involving multi-ball actior

where three or four balls go rolling round the table

enablmgyou to really rack up the points.

The most fundamentally important thing with

pinball games IS naturally a realistic sense of inertia

on the ball and as far as that's concerned there are r

complaints with Pro Pinball This, coupled with the

right kind of sensitivity on the flippers, means playei

have the chance to perfect their skills, but can still

suffer a spot of bad luck from the

the ball.

All in all, this is a decent enough interpretatior

of the game rtself letdown only by the exclusion oi

different tables to variate the action a tittle.

In 1979 a game by WMams caled 'Rash'

1

pMialiiiacliine to use alectnniicsoiaiil afflicts.

Italy's |»»aJI eame. Xenon, «as the first that tailed,
•

• sfSo2 -
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lDl966,tlieo»i»ai»Baly;iitri)diic«d'iw«rnpi»"'

iilM dosed togeOierpromtiig the balfromlraviig

Oieptayiig area. Rather unsuniiisii^tlieyiiuiGUy lost

their peiwlarity and were straiitied after afew years.
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The fabulous Guardian Heroes is now
available to purchase, and once snugly

spinning in your Saturn, you too can experience the
manic wonder of this classic from the collective

genius at Treasure. In one last ditch attempt to

hack through to the forests of Thrangor, DAVID
HODGSON presents all the cheats and tips found to date.

HERO CHEATS APLENTY!!
oft': s, sadly) boasts

ous features and gamepl.,;,ini;.;.. ^i--
, i .!_,,i„r heightened pi i

through some of them, shall we? Firstly you've got the debug mode, whici

vated by highlighting the top option (the dip switch) and pressing A+C+V
As if by magic, a new Debug option appears 'pingi' at the bottom of

Enter the new screen, and all of the options are in English (handy for

without Japanese script knowledge), and from thi

screen, many fine options can be tweaked. All cha

actets are available in verses mode, a level select

appear; m story mode, you can max out your

character in story mode, and the collision

detection boxes can be shown by pausing the

game and pressing L Want to refill your energy'

Then press X+V-t-Z during story mode
Finally here's a stage stipduring story mode:

Forward one stage: R+Start

Forward two stages: R+A+Start

Forward three stages: R+BtStart

Forward four stages: R+C+Start

Back one stages: R*L+Start

Back two stages: R+L+A+Staft

Back three stages: R+L+B+5tart

Back four stages: R+L+C+Start

' SEGA SATURN



A total of 45
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WWFWRESTLEMANIA
Each character cart perform some incredible multiple-hit combos, but they take

some learning Here are some of the best for each character.

When your COMBO bar is lit up. you must first get your opponent in a headlock

and tap Fotward twice Then press the first button in the combination to start

itofF, and tap the next in the sequence repeatedly As soon as the second move
begins, start pressing the next button repeatedly Keep doing this until the

sequenceiscomplete.lttakessome practice but IS well worth It

Also, to get a character selected for you at random, press Up and Start together

^
KHrit RPRnt,K,P y
2IHA ?p.pxn,p ^. ^ f
22-Nt p,pp.i(,PK,pp ^' y-A

t\ li T\ II

^^ J
IWft K.P,PRPIl,K ^»J
2HMt PP,P,K.PP Rl 1
iUit PP,RPP,PIC,K.PP ». 1
24^ PP,f!K,PK.PP ^Va
THE UNDERTHKER

'%i
p« ^ K.nt.PP.P

^V-m J PK,K,PP,RK,PK

|jr-wt ^ n.K.)>pi>i>K

PWl 1
P«,K,P,PRPIl

j«

»w K,PK,PP,P

v-m P,PP,PK,I(, Block

v-m P,Pf;PK,P,Bloch Ni^^f^ K,Pll,l»P,RBIo(*

Ar^a
mr PK.PP,P,K

184lfT PP,PK,K,RPI>PK

Tft«T PK,Pf>RPK,K

Bi&^f^
12-Mt P.PI>PK,(l mr-M
134«t RPP.P,K,PK m'WW PK,PRP W. M
«Mt Plt,PP,P,K.PIl,P QXJH

^r^
KHiit PK,K,P,PP,PK V^^UM P,PI>PK,R,PI>P F 1

Try ft before
Rent any latest release from just



GUNGRIFFON
These cheats should all be entered on the title screen

when the "Press Start" message is showing

Toiemove the auto aiming and the target marker, press

Left, Right, C. A. Start.

To make the game harder by increasing the power of the

enemy attacks, press Down, C, C, A, Start.

Tomake the radar only show friendly targets, press

B, B. B, Down, C. Start.

OPERATION BLACKFIRE
Enter all of these cheats on the title screen.

For full fuel and energy, press L, A, Z, V, A, Down,

Down, Then press Starltwice during the game to

refill

To get a level skip press and hold these buttons in

order C. B, A, Up, L. Then release them in this order.

A. C, L, Up. Mow, when playing, hold A, 6, C. and Up
then press L to skip a stage.

For invincibility press and hold A, B, and C, then

release them in this order; C, B, A. Now press B, A, B, 1

then hold X. Now press Up, then hold Down and

One of the options not usuallyavailablein the UK version of the game is the

league mode. To access it. go to the title screen and press B, A. C, Up B, A C, Up.

then press Start. The new option will now appear. The only problem with it is

that it hasn't been translated from Japanese and is very difficult to understand.

Another added bonusfor the UK version only is that there's a hidden dance

of the Baku Baku Animal music on the game CD! Tohear it, go tothe

I's CD player and play track 24I

t. Co to the transmission select

z. Press Up shift twice, then Down shift twice

3. Bank the bike Left then Right

4. Pull the brake, then

1 when you itart you'll be racing on a bleati

you buy It,
'3.49 for three evenings

iS^^



e been raving about thit title for months now, an

., it teemed at though Sega Europe

to give it a UK release, probably due to it't niche appeal, Bl

their HQ has obviously had a change of heart, as it's been deigned ;

month (albeit in a somewhat rushed style). Anyway, if you fancy the idei

>s out of anothei

huge robot opponent, then this could be your ticket to the gaming vertic

those sumo wrestler fighting things that you see at the ^Ir.

Lucdily. there's nothing like this already released on the Saturn and as well

aprettyonginal title for the machine, it's also one of the best games of its type around.

The graphics are really impressive, with huge, clunking robots and spectacular over

the top explosions! There's plenty of missions to complete, each with a different

terrain and set of tactics to be used and each with a different array of robots

infact, the only thing that lets Cung'jffon down is its slightly

awkward control method, although a after a couple of plays even

this twcomes much easier to handle. Anyway, the game's brilliai

atmosphere more than makes up forthe slightly cumbersome

controls, and when you launch enplosions on to the enemy you

really feel likeyou're causing some damage

Ciungriffon isn't for everyone, especially people uvho

to be able to get into a game immediately and can't be bothered

learning a new set of controls. But if you can persevere foi

couple of goes, you'll soon get used to it, and after that all you'll

be bothered about is the size of your explosions! Absolutely

unmissableforanystrategyor complete carnage freak, and pretty

essential for everyone else too.

Z YES! And vtry frully it

Try St before
Rent any latest release from just



w ell, this \i surely evidence e

re that o' rther

and baseball games released on e

basabati garnet in that despite rel

couple of years, no one really care

s of the sport go bar

lOugh that summer does indeed exist. Yep, you

xt couple of months there will be tennis, cricket

;rything. But, there's a bit of a problem with

ating dozens of videogame titles over the last

much about baseball in this country. So, where

the authentic players and re

atmosphere, us Brits remain decidedly unamused about the whole thing,

But, despite the lack of a teal baseball following over here, a few baseball

games bavedone marginally well, just becausethegameplay is pretty good The

problem is though, that even if you J5e loads offaney graphics and multiple earner

angles, the meat and potatoes ofthetitle is stilljust hitting a ball around a field.

Which is exactly the problem with eigHurt Baseball. The game plays well

ugh and it's even really good fun in two player mode -but there's nothing oi

5 differenl from any other baseball game around. So ifyou've got

them all But if you haven't, you migbtjust be interested in this.

It') America's numlHr

(fort. ilnd Big Frank!

A fter the storming success of Firestorm at the beg nningof theyear, it

r\ was only a matter of time before everyone else got thei helicopter

titles out on the shelves. But surprisingly enough, Blackfire vvas released way
before Firestorm. It was out in the States last year, although t was a bit of a

low key release by Sega of America. Anyhow, Virgin have sna pped it up for

the UK and have probably released it at just about the right ime- after all

there's not much else like this being released at the moment luckily, the

game's not bad either. Your mission is to, yes you've guessed it, save the

world from a potential alien invasion! And to do this, you ha ve to blow tons

of enemies away. Bear in mind though, that when we say to s, we mean
tons. At times it seems a little unfair that there's quite so m ny things to

kill, and in this case this is what makes the game
so damned annoying - the difficulty seems irrele-

vant when there's so many things to destroy. In -^
addition to this, the graphics, while perfectly ade-

quate, aren't exactly awe inspiring and even look

a bit messy in places. -»-
Overall, this will serve you well enough for a .^^_.

short time, but it's not something you'd come back ^H un^^^
to time and time again. Unless you love helicopter ImW

you buy St,
E3.49 for three evenings

\^^



Yaayl The pantomime rtars ofthe sporting world have returned yet again to re^re

gloryto the gaming worldl Donned in little more than spandex knickers and ridicu-

lous hairdos, this peverted posse have dominated the carry-on ^le of game for years,

and this new. updated version is no drfferenti Of course, with this being on the Satum

and everything, the graphics are loads better than they ever were before and the moves,

although carried out in the same way also seem more spectacular. As you'd expect, all

the old VVWF favourites can be found in the game and there's the usual choice between

tournaments one-on-ones and tag team play. And, while this isn't going to have beat 'em

up fans leaping around the room in uncontrailed ecstasy, anyone who's up tor a bit of fun

RtherthantotallyserioustHitton-poundingwill find this brilliant.

It's a shame that more human players can't be controlled at once (two players

are the maximum allowed) but WWF still stands up as a brilliant title that, despite

a ridiculous licence is surprisingly playable

Mtm Iea I

ignS |£39.99
1

! 1

KsIId there. Hy name il Dr.

Klien and I'm afraid what

jou're looking at here is

what's known in the proFes

lion H a 'lame dame'.

Alien games are certainly flavour of the month at the moment, although it's

probably fair to say that the Saturn hasn't had quite as many alien titles as

other machines. Anyway, Shocliwave Assault is the usual story of alien invasion on

some far-off planet or other, where an expert team have been drafted in to restore

peace and order through huge amounts of violence. And yes, that does mean that

you get a fair smattering of movie style interactiveness, and as usual, it's complete-

ly useless and pretty cheesey too.

^^^^^^^ As for the gameplay. well, it's hard to say really This did well on the

^^^^^^H 3OO, but maybe that's because they didn't have many of these types of

"^ games around at the time or something It's certainly not much good on
-" -^^^ the Saturn All you ever seem to do is roam around barren landscapes,

targeting tripod type enemies then blowing them away. There's not

enough stuff to k\\\ to make this a riveting adventure and the game's

atmosphere is incredibly dull.

?,' ','';

Ie. 1

|f39.99
1

U** 1

Need for Speed was certainly a huge success when it was released on the ;00 a couple

of years back. Why, peopte even went out and bought a jDO simply for the privilege

of playing this game alonel But, people have become bit more cynical since then -the

idea of splashing out on a machine simply for the pleasures of playing one game have

sadly gone. But, luckily this doesn't matter too much, as EA have decided

to release this across most ofthe "next generation" formats (apart from

the Jaguar for some strange reason) and after a storming start on the

Playstation, they're hoping for big things with the Saturn release.

And.tosomeextent, that's just what they've got. After all, this Is

pretty much the same release that was seen on the 3DO But despite

standing up well rn thegameplay department, the graphics are begin-

ning to look a bit dated Actually, maybe that's a bit unfair. It's proba-

e to do with the fact that other racing titles such as Sega Rally look

hat everything else has a hard time measuring up Fansofthem-depthdr

ipproach will still get a kick out of this, but for most it's a brt too old-hat

a ^Fi-^A ^HTl Titsi

biy
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A couple ofmonths ago, SEGA SATURN MAGAZINE

unveiledAM2's new Virtua Fighter 3 character, the

Japanese dancer, Aoi. This month, Yu Suzuki

reveals yet another character that will appear in

this awesome game! Who is he? Well, pay

attention, everyone...

CHARACTER PROFILE

HE
HAHUHIITV: JIPUKSC

SEX: MUI

UE: 27

nm 2m20 ^
KNHT: 250K8 '

nsapuw: SUMOWIESIUIG
^

Kcunimi: pmsuwroH

rr . AM

96 4^ SEGA SATURN

I

he head of Sega'i top R&O depaitmenl AUi, Yu Suzuki, has been

playing a game of cat and mouse with the VF hungry punten of the

worldl Five months ago, he presented the world the latest addition to

le VF family, Aoi Umenokoji. She was very impressive with her tradi-

tional Japanese dance routines and realistic Aikido-

kimono-clad lass will prepare you for the latest VF fighter. Brace yourself as Sega

Saturn magaiine presents you the Sega equivalent of Tekken's Ganryu, Taka Arashi.

Taka Arashi is indeed a lard ass of gigantic, almost unbelievable proportions. So

what do we know about this mysterious Mr. Arashi? Read on

MOVE OVER E.HONDA,
HERE GOMES TAKA ARASHI!!
Taka Arashi was unveiled at the Tokyo Toy show where Mr. Suzuki went on stage

present his latest creation to the press and the public When questioned as t

AMa chose to use sumo as opposed to other disciplines that the VF series has

coveied (like Bhaolin), hjs answer was quite straightforward. In the preuious

Virtua Fighter games, the team used mainly the Chinese arts as a base for thi

characters fighting styles as such as the Martis Fist and Enseiken, and AM; fi

that it was about time that a few Japanese arts was introduced into the

series, hence the new contestants utilising Aikido and Sumo. Si

been used as a style in previous games like Street Fighter and Tekker

they never really conveyed the gutsy and indeed very

techniques of the sport

AMj promise that Arashi will be quite mobile, but obvi-

ously not on par with the likes of the Bryant siblings. IfAMj i,

manage to live up to the standards of their claims. VF^ is '

goingtobea game of unmatched realism! Of h
we'll be keeping you updated on this title and m
month, should be able to bring you some in-gan

shots ofthe new character! Stay tuned, fact fari"
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Saturn Oracle

Btrious publication?

lot. But already your eager eyes turn to o.,«, « «...™, a„, ,„..,
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FIGHTING VI
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GiHEPlai!
OUT OF THIS WORLD

SATURN PACKS AT DOWN TO
EARTH PRICES!!!

PRICE! CHOICE! QUAillY! SERVICE!
SUPPLIERS OF COMPUTER OAMES IN THE COUNTRY!

J.l.M I .
'!.*^ ! - l .

' M.'lJIH.fWII:l.'iroiM:l!l:IJMmiUJ

.—s ™ceSM:iUDEfMINKTD4rMUVWr ,—

^

ceuici n rieiM reui eoei nii of ckaroe

Virtual Wnm-Ofi Saturn 3, Sega bauy .£231.99
Virtual Duth Saturn & Vibtua Fighter 2 .£21 7.99
Virtual Skid Saturn & Da-hona .£214.99

Vktual Huvin Saturn & pANZtR Dragoon .£214.99

ViriUAi toTASY Saturn 8, Sega Raw & Virtua Fighter 1 &V;rtua Cop £294.99
ViRTiJAi BoiB>OM Saturn with no game £189.99
BUT AM W UAD AT THE SAME TIME AS A SATURN FOR JUST CIO.»»
BUT A HCOND 9k!0 AT THE SAME TIME AS A SATURN FOR JUST £12.99

SATURN GAMES
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£37 99

MOKHlKMUtl £32 ?9
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1 EURO '9«
2 GUARDIAN HEROIS
3 X MEN
4 PANZER DRAOOON 3
5 STREETFICHTER AlPHA
6 WIPEOUT
7 VIRTU* COP 1 GUN
a V1RTUA FIGHTfR 3
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'^ OmAowiRini OKiCumia

15199

SONY
PtAYSTATION

£181,99
Adidas Powei Sotcin £37.99
AuENTtnoo' £34.99
Doom £34.99
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^3^ Cut out this order iorin ond posi to :

GAMEPLAY, 513 BHADfOllII ROAD,

U1UV,W.fO<KSI«EWII7SU.

fvlAW: CuSTOWR No:...

TEt: Fax;

Caw I] Cheque I] Postal 0«der~ CardJ
|

] EfflRV Date ^^/~Z Issue No ~Z_

iS'TOTAL
poyable R:



Atlantal996

GO FOR GOLD!
"Olympic Summer Games is just excellent and should be

on every sports enthusiast's list of games to buy!" 91% NMS
Bring all the drama and anticipation of the Atlanta 1996 Olympic Summer Games into

your home. Choose to represent one of 32 Nations in this most prestigious athletic event.

Challenge the world's finest athletes in 10 of the most exciting competitions across track,

field and shooting events with up to 8 players. Practice mode and three different

competition skill levels will strengthen your ability to go for the ultimate victoryl

I
AVAILABLE NOW ON

heol^SJes « SUPER NINTENDO AND GAME BOY

T'HQ INTERNATIONAL LTD, 4 THE PARADE, EPSOM, SURREY KT18 SDH


